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Abstract

This thesis focuses on two films, El Jardín del Edén (The Garden of Eden)

(Maria Novaro, 1994) and Bordertown (Gregory Nava, 2006), that address issues and

concerns related to the processes of integration at work in the U.S. -Mexico border

region, primarily the Ciudad Juárez feminicide and the fear of NAFTA's possible

contribution to the increase of illegal immigration from Mexico into the U.S..

Through a contextualized reading, I examine how these films implicitly portrait the

effects of integration on two of the main pillars of the nation-state: social and political

membership, and exclusive sovereign license over physical territory and population.

The results of this analysis demonstrate that El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown

represent two simultaneous processes at work in the United States-Mexico border

region: the erosion and reaffirmation of the pillars of the U.S. and Mexican nation-

states.
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Introduction

It is interesting that a film with the characteristics of El Jardín del Edén (The

Garden of Eden) (María Novara, 1994) was released in the same year in which the

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came into effect, because there is a

clear correlation between the issues addressed by the film and the concerns that

characterized the public discussion of the agreement in the United States and Mexico

during the negotiation stage. NAFTA, as Robert Pastor points out, was not a simple

free trade agreement, but rather "an attempt to reduce the barriers to trade and

investment among the three countries of North America, gradually, openly, and

hopefully eliminate them" (Pastor, 1999, viii). This was such a complicated process

that it required, according to Pastor, not only thousands of pages worth of

instructions, but also the integration of the three signing countries in the fullest sense

of the word (viii).

Integration is closely related to globalization, a complex phenomenon with

competing definitions. From an economist's perspective it is defined as "the widening

and deepening of international flows of trade, finance, and information in a single

global market" (United Nations Development Programme, 1997, 82; cited in Clement

et al., 1999, 93). A geographer's perspective understands it as "the increasing

interconnectedness of different parts of the world through common processes of

economic, environmental, political, and cultural change" (Knox et al., 2007, 561).

While globalization is the multidimensional phenomenon that creates and reinforces
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relations between different people and communities, economic markets, political

institutions and cultural practices from all over the world, integration is the

phenomenon involving the transformation of those relations into relations of

interdependence.

Economically, North America was well in the path towards integration by

1994. In their study NAFTA Revisited: Achievements and Challenges, Gary Clay

Hufbauer and Jeffrey J. Schott point out: "for many decades before 1990, the United

States accounted for the predominant share of trade and foreign direct investment in

both Canada and Mexico" (Hufbauer & Schott, 2005, 1-2). Yet, in spite of this

precedent, there remained far too many questions about NAFTA's possible effects on

the U.S. and Mexico. NAFTA was expected to accelerate North American integration

in every aspect (social, cultural, and so on), which promised such dramatic changes

that the effects were very difficult to predict. One of the main concerns was the

agreement's possible contribution to a dramatic increase of illegal immigration from

Mexico into the U.S. The federal government, the state governments of California

and Arizona, and a significant segment of the U.S. public feared the possibility that

NAFTA would contribute to a flood of Mexican illegal immigrants (Kingsolver,

2001, 110). Another major concern was the possible threat that integration posed to

national culture and identity. Mexican opponents to NAFTA feared the lifting of trade

barriers would allow U.S.-based cultural industries to flood the Mexican market with

their products, potentially contributing to erode the notions of Mexican culture and

Mexican identity (Kingsolver, 2001, 65).
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El Jardín del Edén addresses these concerns through the representation of two

issues related to the processes of integration operating in the San Diego-Tijuana

metropolitan area: illegal immigration and the complications of Mexican identity. The

film achieves this through the stories of Felipe, a Mexican farmer who tries to

immigrate illegally into the United States, and Elizabeth, a Chicano artist and curator

who relocates from the U.S. to Tijuana in order to overcome her detachment from her

Mexican heritage and be able to perceive herself as Mexican. Through Felipe's

journey the film reflects on the fortification of the border, alluding to the measures

taken by the federal and state governments in the U.S. as a result of the widespread

fear of an increase of illegal immigration after NAFTA. Meanwhile, through

Elizabeth's story the film reflects on the diversification of Mexican culture and the

loss of Mexican identity in Tijuana due to the growing presence of Chícanos and the

proliferation of Chicano culture in the city. These elements allude to the fear of the

loss of a "pure" or "authentically" Mexican culture and sense of Mexican identity due

to exposure to foreign cultural products.

There is a group of films produced in the United States and Mexico after 1994

that, like El Jardín del Edén, address issues and concerns related to the processes of

integration operating in the U.S.-Mexico border region. Aside from this fundamental

similarity, however, it is quite a heterogeneous corpus. From a production standpoint,

there is a fairly wide range in financial backing going from the moderate—Traffic

(Steven Soderbergh, 2000)—to the relatively modest— Los Tres Entierros de

Melquíades Estrada (The Three Burials of Melquíades Estrada) (Tommy Lee Jones,
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2005 )—to the very modest—Señorita Extraviada (Missing Young Woman) (Lourdes

Portillo, 1999), all in comparison to Hollywood standards. The financial sources vary

in both nature and origins, including public institutions, small production ventures

owned by Hollywood actors, and well-established production companies in the U.S.,

Mexico, and Europe. From a formal standpoint, the group features diverse generic

affiliations—the crime thriller in Bordertown (Gregory Nava, 2006), the western in

Lone Star (John Sayles, 1996) and Los Tres Entierros de Melquíades Estrada—and

narrative structures: a "mosaic" structure of interwoven stories in El Jardín del Edén,

Traffic, and Los Tres Entierros de Melquíades Estrada, and a conventional

Hollywood narrative in Bordertown. In addition, all address issues related in one way

or another to NAFTA, North American integration, and globalization; for example,

illegal immigration from the U.S. into Mexico (El Jardín del Edén, Los Tres

Entierros de Melquíades Estrada), drug trafficking (Traffic), and the Ciudad Juárez

feminicide (Señorita Extraviada and Bordertown).

By addressing these issues, the films implicitly represent the effect that those

processes of integration have on the main pillars of the United States and Mexican

nation-states: exclusive sovereign licence over physical territory, and social and

political membership (Papademetriou and Meyers, 2001, 2). There are many available

conceptualizations of the nation-state. For this thesis, I have chosen Jonathan Hearn's

model, which refers to a "powerful modern state that claims to bind the allegiance of

their citizens through a shared identity, often styled as national, notwithstanding

underlying ethnic or national diversity in their populations" (Hearn, 2006, 11). Within
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this definition, "shared identity" refers "not just to a common name or label shared

with the rest of the national group, but to substantive content that characterizes the

group" (Hearn, 2006, 11). Cultural factors (language), abstract qualities (core values

like democracy) and shared historical experiences are examples of that substantive

content (11).

Hearn's model suggests that the typical form of social and political

membership to the nation-state conflates citizenship (in its purely legal sense) and

national identity. Contemporary studies refer to this form of membership as "national

citizenship" (Soysal, 1994, 334). While addressing the complications of Mexican

identity as manifest in Tijuana in the early 1990s, El Jardín del Edén portrays the

growth of an immigrant community that does not perceive itself as Mexican or

possesses citizen status, yet abides by the rule of the state and has most of the rights

and duties of a citizen. Its members exemplify a form of social and political

membership usually referred to as "post-national" (333) because citizen privileges no

longer depend on national belonging. Therefore, El Jardín del Edén implicitly

represents how immigration promotes a form of membership different from Mexican

citizenship (understood through the national citizenship model) thus undermining one

of the pillars of the nation-state.

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, a significant number of academic

studies addressed from multiple perspectives the diverse challenges that the general

trends toward economic, cultural, and political integration posed to the nation-state as

the dominant form of social and political organization of the 20th century (Diener and
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Hagen, 2010, 9). Writing almost a decade after those studies made their mark in the

academic community, Demetrios G. Papademetriou and Deborah Waller Meyers

claim that the global trend towards integration in the main facets of social life

signalled an impending transformation of the nation-state:

We may be at the early stages of a process whereby the persistent questioning
of a dominant construct (the nation-state) leads to the articulation of an
alternative construct around which analytical agreements begin to coalesce
(Kuhn, 1962). If indeed we are witnessing such a shift, two of the interrelated
philosophical constructs that have undergirded the modern nation-state -
exclusive sovereign license over physical territory, and social and political
membership- may be among the 21st century's many likely targets for
reconsideration (Papademetriou and Meyers, 2001, T).

This thesis examines how El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown, two films

belonging to the previously described group, mediate the public perception of the

transformation described by Papademetriou and Meyers. My analytic approach can be

described as a contextualized "reading" of the films consisting of two basic steps. The

first one involves analyzing how the films address issues and concerns related to

integration. It basically entails examining the films' production process and formal

construction in relation to diverse contextual information. For example, the director's

interviews indicate the intertitle preceding the ending credits in El Jardín del Edén

alludes to specific circumstances from the film's production process, and more

generally, to the socio-political climate in California after Proposition 187. Ann E.

Kingsolver's overview of the history of this anti-immigrant legal initiative

demonstrates how it expressed the California government's fear of NAFTA's likely

contribution to an increase of illegal immigration from Mexico.
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The second step involves analyzing how by addressing those kinds of issues

and concerns, the films implicitly represent the transformation of the nation-state in

terms of its main pillars. This analysis entails examining the films' representations

(and in the case of Bordertown, the film itself as a cultural object) in relation to

academic research on the effects of globalization and integration on citizenship and

sovereignty. For example, the complications of Mexican identity portrayed in

Bordertown include a clash between two understandings of that very concept

emerging from a context shaped by processes of integration. Darren Jay O'Byrne's

theoretical model of "non-modern citizenship" (O'Byrne, 2003, 13-14) indicates that

one of those views implies a form of social and political membership not associated

with the nation-state. Thus, Bordertown implicitly represents how integration

undermines one of the pillars of the Mexican nation-state.

The two chapters making the bulk of this thesis have the same structure. Each

focuses on a single film and is divided in two major sections examining a single story

or subplot. All sections are subdivided in three distinctive segments. The first

segment involves a formal analysis of the representations relevant to the issues and

concerns addressed by the film; the second contextualizes that formal analysis in

relation to the reality being referenced (namely issues and concerns); and the third

explains how on the basis of those considerations, the film can be said to represent the

transformation described by Papademetriou and Meyers. Chapter 1 focuses on

Elizabeth and Felipe's stories in El Jardín del Edén. In the first case, I examine the

film's portrayal of her identity conflict (essence, origins, salient manifestations, and
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resolution), and how it addresses the complications of Mexican identity raised by the

growing presence of Chícanos and the proliferation of Chicano culture in Tijuana in

the early 1990s (a measure of the processes of integration at work in the San Diego-

Tijuana metropolitan area). Through this analysis, I explain how Elizabeth's story

creates four different portraits of the Chicano population in Mexico based on their

national identity (or lack of it) and their social status (minority group or national

population). On the basis of this analysis, I demonstrate that the film represents two

simultaneous processes: a reaffirmation of Mexican citizenship through the

immigrants' integration to the nation-state, and the emergence of a form of "post-

national" citizenship through the immigrants' incapacity to fully integrate.

In the second case, I examine the film's portrayal of Felipe's journey (from

Mexico to the United States and then back to Mexico), and how it addresses the

problem of illegal immigration partly created by the antagonistic logic behind U.S.

immigration laws and the international migration networks emerging from the

denationalization of national economies. Through this analysis, I explain how Felipe's

story portrays the U.S. government's failed attempts to control the southern national

border against the effects of the social, economic, and cultural processes of

integration at work in the area. On the basis of this analysis, I demonstrate that the

film represents two simultaneous processes: a reaffirmation of U.S. sovereignty

through federal and state government initiatives exemplifying a trend towards greater

exclusivity and control, and the undermining of U.S. sovereignty through the failure

of those measures to meet their purpose.
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Chapter 2 moves onto Bordertown, focusing on the story of Lauren Adrian

(Jennifer López), a reporter for the Chicago Sentinel who travels to Ciudad Juárez

after being assigned to write a story on the systematic murder and disappearance of

women in the city. Each section focuses on one of the two interrelated subplots

shaping Lauren's story. In the first case, I examine how her investigation of the rape

and attempted murder of a young indigenous woman addresses the Juárez feminicide

with particular emphasis on some of its contributing factors, namely NAFTA and the

joint action of the United States and Mexican governments, and the local and foreign

corporations. Through this analysis, I explain how the film portrays the

interdependence between the participating parties in NAFTA and the way in which

this multiplicity of political actors limits the Mexican government's capacity to

control the city's social situation. On the basis of this analysis, I demonstrate that

Bordertown represents a slight decline in Mexican sovereignty because, although

influential, none of those parties seem to have enough authority and power to

interfere with the Mexican government's actions in the city by either taking direct

action themselves or forcing the government to take action. This section concludes by

demonstrating that, when considering its contribution to the international effort

against the feminicide, Bordertown can be said to illustrate a more severe decline in

Mexican sovereignty because the pressure from human rights organizations such as

Amnesty International was instrumental in forcing the Mexican government to

become more involved in the solution to the problem.
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In the case of the subplot about Lauren's identity conflict, I examine how the

film addresses the complications of Mexican identity in Ciudad Juárez raised partly

by the city's development into a significant location within the regional and global

economy after NAFTA. Through this analysis, I explain how Lauren's story portrays

the emergence of two different views of Mexican identity (one very traditional, the

other reducing the concept to mere nominal value), each associated with two different

environments shaped by the processes of globalization and integration (the reality of

the maquiladora workers and the transnational business elite). On the basis of this

analysis, I demonstrate that the film represents two simultaneous processes: a

reaffirmation of Mexican citizenship through Lauren's integration to the nation-state,

and the emergence of a form of "non-modern" citizenship through the example of

Marco Antonio (Juan Diego Botto), a businessman with virtually no ties to any

nation-state.

The literature supporting this thesis is a combination of academic research,

official documents from NGO's and public institutions, and articles taken from

newspapers and popular magazines. Using "subject of study" as a classification tool,

it is possible to divide these sources in three broad categories, starting with the

material centred on the films. In this regard, the most important text is Miriam

Haddu's analysis of the symbolic presence of the United States-Mexico border and

adjacent spaces in El Jardín del Edén. Her study "Re-Mapping the Borderlands in

María Novaro's El Jardín del Edén" includes an insightful analysis of the film's

representation of the complications of Mexican identity. My analysis of that same
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topic, which focuses on Elizabeth's identity conflict, uses Haddu's section on Chicano

culture and Chicano identity as a major reference. Next in terms of relevance are the

interviews of Maria Novaro and Gregory Nava, taken from film journals, magazines,

newspapers, and even transcripts from television appearances. The directors'

comments are useful in multiple ways. For example, they inform about the film's

intentions, and contextualize them within specific circumstances, such as the public

debates in Mexico with regards to NAFTA's possible effects on Mexican culture and

Mexican identity. This information often identifies both the issues and concerns

addressed by the film and the directors' approach in that regard.

The second category includes a variety of sources that provide information

relevant to explaining in detail the relation between those issues and concerns and the

films' formal elements. Ann E. Kingsolver's NAFTA Stories: Fears and Hopes in

Mexico and the United States (2001) is a particularly noteworthy reference in terms

of describing the contextual circumstances alluded to by María Novaro in reference to

the production process of El Jardín del Edén. Kingsolver's chronicles of the stories

circulating in Mexico and the U.S. around the time of NAFTA's inception are quite

informative with regards to the popular perception of the agreement in both countries.

For example, her interviews of Mexican students provide first-hand evidence of the

Mexican people's concern about NAFTA's possible contribution to the loss of their

national identity. In addition, her review of the history of Proposition 187 describes

the Californians' fear of an increase of illegal immigration from Mexico after

NAFTA. Complementing her contributions are studies in specific subjects, such as
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the U.S. government's fortification of the border (Dunn, 1996; Nevins, 2002), and all-

encompassing studies of the U.S. -Mexico border region (Lorey, 1999; Anderson and

Gerber, 2008).

The latter provide broad descriptions of illegal immigration and NAFTA's

impact on the social situation in border cities. Other sources identify those effects as

contributing factors in perpetuating gender-based violence in Ciudad Juárez. G?

addition to analyzing the likely causes of the problem, Mariclaire Acosta's essay "The

Women of Ciudad Juárez" (2005) describes the local and international efforts to

address the problem, with special emphasis on the Mexican authorities' lack of

commitment, and the role of local activist groups and international human rights

organizations in forcing the federal government to become actively involved.

Complementing sources to Acosta's essay include an influential report from Amnesty

International (2003), general overviews of the problem (Lydersen, 2005) and a study

on transnational activism as exemplified by the Juárez case (Martin et. al, 2008).

Finally, the third category includes academic research on the effects of

globalization and integration on citizenship and sovereignty. These sources are

necessary to explain the relation between the films' addressing of certain issues and

concerns, and the transformation of the nation-state in terms of its main pillars. In this

regard, the three main references are Yasemin Soysal's essay "Post-national

Citizenship: Reconfiguring the Familiar Terrain" (1994), and two books: Darren Jay

O'Byrne's The Dimensions of Global Citizenship: Political Identity Beyond the
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Nation-state (2003), and Saskia Sassen's Losing Control?: Sovereignty in an Age of

Globalization (1996).

These titles are quite explicit. Sassen's work examines how economic and

social transformations such as the emergence of the international human rights regime

and the formation of a new economic system based on global telecommunications and

cross-border flows affects the sovereignty of the nation-state. Meanwhile, Soysal and

O'Byrne elaborate theoretical models explaining the emergence of forms of social and

political membership disassociated from the nation-state. She focuses on a form of

membership where national belonging is no longer the source of citizen privileges

(still conceived in relation to the state). He describes a form of membership where the

individual perceives himself primarily as member of a different polity from the

nation-state (i.e. a transnational religious community), in which case the person's

rights and obligations within that polity overcome his/her legal bonds to the state.

This thesis concludes with a succinct comparative analysis of El Jardín del

Edén and Bordertown. It demonstrates how, in spite of major differences such as their

geographic and temporal setting, both films have a number of significant similarities

in terms of formal elements (the return to the roots journey), intent (addressing the

complications of Mexican identity, foregrounding the processes of integration at work

in the area), and most importantly, their implicit representation of the transformations

of the nation-state. Both films represent the simultaneous occurrence of a

reaffirmation of social and political membership to the nation-state (Mexico) and the

emergence of alternative forms of membership. By the same token, the two films
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represent a decline in Mexican and United States sovereignty. The only difference is

that El Jardín del Edén also acknowledges the U.S. government's attempts to regain

control over the southern national border. These findings demonstrate that El Jardín

del Edén and Bordertown represent the simultaneous operation of two opposing

processes in the United States-Mexico border region: (i) the erosion of the pillars of

the U.S. and Mexican nation-states, and (ii) the reinforcement of those foundations.
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Chapter 1:
Walls of the Garden of Eden

Due to its ambitious scope, El Jardín del Edén (María Novaro, 1994) is a

complex and relevant film. Set in the early 1990s, it features the interrelated stories of

various characters of different national and ethnic origins whose pursuit of their

personal goals make them come together in the city of Tijuana. Felipe (Bruno Bichir)

is a Mexican farmer who plans to immigrate illegally into the United States to meet

some of his relatives and hopefully find a job. He comes to Tijuana looking to hire a

coyote (professional smuggler) who can take him past the 10-foot wall of corrugated

steel built across the U.S. -Mexico border and past the watchful Border Patrol, but it is

an amateur smuggler who eventually carries him through and she does it for free.

That person is Jane (Renée Coleman), an "American"1 blue-eyed blonde who
becomes infatuated with Felipe from the moment she lays eyes on him. Jane finds

herself at a crossroads in her life and comes to Tijuana looking for some sense of

purpose and direction. She feels that she wants to translate her knack for travelling

and natural interest in foreign cultures into a writing career, and believes Tijuana

might just provide her with the inspiration she needs. Tijuana is also the "second

home" to her brother Frank (Joseph CuIp) and her friend Elizabeth (Rosario Sagrav),

so her trip is also a good opportunity to visit them. Frank is a former writer whose life

has hit a stalemate. He spends most of his time studying the whales that come to calve

1 The quotation marks acknowledge the different meaning of the word in the English and Spanish
languages. While in English the word usually refers to United States nationals, in Spanish it refers
to everyone residing within the American continent (from Alaska to the Patagonia).
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their young at Magdalena Bay, but this work does not produce relevant results and he

has no other plans or goals. He also leads a very reclusive life and remains distant

from his family, including Jane, whom he has not seen since he moved into Tijuana

three years earlier. Elizabeth is a Chicano artist and curator either born or raised in the

U.S. (the film is not clear about that) who relocates from her home country to Tijuana

along with her daughter Guadalupe (Denisse Bravo) to promote Chicano art and

alternative videos through her dual work. Her trip, however, has a more relevant

purpose. By coming down to Tijuana, she expects to overcome her detachment from

her Mexican heritage which prevents her from perceiving herself as Mexican.

As the film comes to a close, Felipe and Jane part ways while in the U.S.

Felipe goes on to find a job in the agriculture sector, but the Border Patrol arrests him

during a raid and deports him back to Mexico. Not dissuaded by this turn of events,

Felipe returns to Tijuana with the intention of following the same route once again,

only this time he decides to bring his younger brother along. Meanwhile, Jane also

returns to Tijuana with intentions of journeying elsewhere; her plan is to venture

southward on her quest for inspiration. The film is less clear about the fate of Frank

and Elizabeth. Frank meets the lonely and lovely widow Serena (Gabriela Roel) after

Jane accidentally smuggles her son Julián (Alan Ciangherotti) into the U.S. along

with Felipe, believing the child to be Felipe's brother. The couple seems to find some

comfort in each other and there are hints of a romantic interest, but there is no clear

resolution by the time Frank exits the film while sitting in front of his computer,

ready to return to writing. As for Elizabeth, there is no clear resolution to her identity
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conflict, although she seems to participate more in her local community through her

friendly relationship with Serena and her family.

These stories contribute to create a comprehensive representation of the area

with a special emphasis on salient issues related to some of the concerns that

characterized public discussion of NAFTA in the United States and Mexico at the

time. Those issues —illegal immigration and the complications of Mexican identity—

are related to a couple of concerns: the possible threat posed by integration to the

notions of Mexican culture and Mexican identity, and NAFTA's possible contribution

to the dramatic increase of illegal immigration from Mexico into the U.S. This

chapter examines how by addressing these issues and concerns, the film implicitly

represents the effects of the processes of integration operating in the San Diego-

Tijuana metropolitan area in the early 1990s on U.S. sovereignty and on social and

political membership within the Mexican nation-state.

My analysis is divided in two sections focusing on the stories of Elizabeth and

Felipe, respectively. The first section deals with her identity conflict and the film's

four portraits of Chicano immigration into Mexico and its effect on the sense of

Mexican identity. I also examine the way two of those portraits implicitly represent

how the processes of integration contribute to reaffirm Mexican citizenship while

promoting alternative forms of social and political membership within Mexico. In this

regard, Yasemine Soysal's writings on post-national citizenship are the main

academic source. The second section deals with Felipe's circular journey and the

film's portrait of illegal immigration, which describes a contradiction between the
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international migration network encouraging Mexicans to immigrate illegally and the

U.S. government's failed attempts to control the southern national border. I also

examine the way in which this portrait implicitly represents how the processes of

integration contribute to undermine U.S. sovereignty. In this regard, Saskia Sassen's

contributions to the "thesis of declining sovereignty" are the main academic source.

1 . A Story of Chicano Immigration

1.1 Elizabeth: "I wanted to give my daughter a Mexican name and I couldn't even

spell it right! "

Elizabeth's identity conflict is the cornerstone of her story in El Jardín del

Edén. It is fundamental in terms of both characterization and character evolution,

functioning simultaneously as Elizabeth's main character trait and as the structuring

principle of her character arc. This conflict surfaces first during the scene where she

watches a video art tape titled Eloise, part of the presentation on Chicano art and

alternative videos she is curating for the art gallery where she currently works. The

scene begins with a shot of a television screen showing the photograph of a woman

holding a mirror in one hand and a photograph in the other. While the mirror reflects

her face, the content of the photograph in her hand is not visible. In a voice-over, the

woman tells an anecdote about someone having seen the image and saying: "she

looks so Indian..." Then, the video cuts to a medium shot of the woman sitting in a

chair and talking to someone off-screen. She continues her personal testimony by

saying "...and I couldn't connect that with me." As she talks about being so
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disconnected from her heritage that she almost perceived herself as a white person,

the camera tracks back slowly and then the film cuts to a close-up of Elizabeth who

watches the video sitting on a sofa in her small apartment at night. As she sobs, the

woman's testimony continues in the background: "but it's... it's an image, because that

person is really empty... (meaning that person is not really Indian [my words].)"

Then, the film cuts back to the video, and the woman saying: "because what would

make that person really full would be a fullness of being India... and Mexicana, and

it's not there". The video segment ends with the woman crying, and then the film cuts

back to Elizabeth also crying.

The construction of this scene suggests a parallel between Elizabeth and the

Chicano woman from Eloise. Elizabeth is a spectator to the woman's drama and both

the shot-reverse-shot pattern and the tight framing of Elizabeth and the television

screen emphasize the process of spectator identification in which she becomes

engaged. Elizabeth's reaction when the woman utters the words "but that person is

really empty" suggests her identification is related to the woman's identity crisis. Like

her counterpart in Eloise, Elizabeth is aware that her Mexican heritage entails a

genetic and cultural legacy that defines her as an individual, yet she feels somehow so

detached from it that even if she wants, she is unable to perceive herself as Indian

and/or Mexican. As a result, she sees herself as "empty" and this emptiness is a

source of conflict.

There is further evidence that Elizabeth does not perceive herself as Indian

and/or Mexican, specifically in a later sequence where she has a brief argument with
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Jane following an incident at a restaurant named "El Pescado Mojado" (The Wet

Fish). In the first scene of this sequence, Jane introduces Elizabeth to a young

indigenous woman who is a member of the Huave community and works as a waiter

at the restaurant. As part of the introduction protocol, she points out that Elizabeth

and the Huave girl share the same nationality (Mexican). This assertion confirms that

Elizabeth's Mexican heritage defines her as an individual because, in spite of her

"American" citizenship, Jane perceives her as Mexican and not as a compatriot. In the

next scene, which is set in the streets of Tijuana, Elizabeth recriminates Jane by

saying: "you keep doing the same thing... telling these people I'm Mexican when I

can't even speak Spanish." Elizabeth's comment reasserts that she does not perceive

herself as Indian and/or Mexican, and that she views language, more specifically her

lack of fluency in Spanish, as a marker of difference.

Following their brief argument, while sitting by the sidewalk, Elizabeth and

Jane browse through a book of photographs by the Mexican artist Graciela Itúrbide,

and Jane asks her friend, "which one's you?" Elizabeth singles out one titled Nuestra

Señora de las Iguanas {Our Lady of the Iguanas), a low-angle shot of a middle-age

indigenous woman carrying five iguanas on her head, and claims: "that's me... and I

wish I could take those iguanas off my head". As Andrea Noble points out, Itúrbide's

photograph "is imbued with a set of signifiers, including Mexico as a rural,

indigenous, southern, matriarchal entity" (2005, 196). For decades after the Mexican

Revolution, and as part of the Mexican government's nation-building agenda, this

perspective of Mexican identity was promoted through the official ideology of
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indigenismo, which associated the nation's origins, and by extension national identity,

with the idealized conception of a homogeneous Mexican aboriginal community.

Taking Noble's remark into account, Elizabeth's comment suggests this view may be

representative of her Mexican heritage, but not of her present sense of identity. If

Mexican culture and Mexican identity are reduced to those signifiers, then she cannot

perceive herself as Mexican.

Even though Elizabeth is never vocal about it and the film is not explicit

either, there is evidence to support the claim that she perceives herself as Chicana, at

least until she resolves her identity conflict. Aside from the scene where she watches

Eloise, there are two other scenes that characterize Elizabeth through one of the

Chicano videos from her future presentation. That video is titled Border Brujo and it

is a recorded performance created by the artist and essayist Guillermo Gómez-Peña.

During Elizabeth's introduction scene, which takes place at the art gallery, she fixes

the video installation and the audio from Border Brujo becomes a diegetic sound

playing in the background during Elizabeth and Jane's meeting, as if to emphasize the

ethnic and cultural differences between them. The audio segment from Border Brujo

exemplifies the notion of cultural hybridization when the Brujo (Gómez-Peña

himself) jumbles together English, Spanish, and different accents within a single

coherent speech. Therefore, the scene suggests that those hybrid cultural forms are

typical of Chicano culture and, at least at this point in her story, representative of

Elizabeth's sense of identity.
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The film does not depict the origins of her conflict, so it is only possible to

make assumptions based on the information available. For example, given that

Elizabeth was either born or raised in the U.S. and she did not learn to speak Spanish

suggests that the roots of her conflict lay partly in her growing up within a

predominantly "Anglo-American" social milieu. The sequence where Elizabeth and

Jane argue after leaving the restaurant features another useful hint: Jane responds to

Elizabeth's recrimination by pointing out that the Huave girl does not speak Spanish

very well either, yet accepts being identified as Mexican. Through Jane's observation,

the film implies that fluency in Spanish is not necessarily a signifier of Mexican

identity; that Elizabeth is just as Mexican as the Huave young woman even though

she grew up in the United States and, like her, is unable to speak Spanish fluently.

Jane's observation also suggests that Elizabeth cannot perceive herself as Mexican

because she has a narrow understanding of the notions of Mexican culture and

Mexican identity; an understanding confirmed later in the scene by Elizabeth's

comment about Nuestra Señora de las Iguanas. All of this indicates that the film

promotes an understanding of Mexican culture and identity as concepts referring not

to a fixed and homogeneous but to an ever changing and heterogeneous set of

attributes.

Elizabeth's trip to Tijuana is a return to her roots and a journey of self-

discovery that seems bound to one of two possible conclusions; either she

acculturates to Tijuana, gains a new understanding of Mexican culture and identity,

and is able to perceive herself as Mexican, or she goes through none of those
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experiences and merely reaffirms her Chicano identity. However, the resolution of

her identity conflict is so ambiguous that it is difficult to determine the outcome. The

last explicitly related scene shows Elizabeth with another young indigenous woman.

Both are taking part in what is either a photographic re-staging or a recorded

performance of Frida Kahlo's famous painting The Two Fridas. The painting features

a symmetrical composition including two images of Frida sitting side by side in two

chairs. The first image shows her dressed in European-style clothes and the second in

traditional indigenous clothes. The hearts of the two Fridas are visible over their

clothes, and are connected through veins and arteries. The scene in the film is a

faithful reproduction of this image except for a few elements: a background of

moving clouds, a metal tray full of iguanas and a small medallion of Juan Soldado,

the patron saint of illegal immigrants. The metal tray is placed on the floor to the right

of the aboriginal girl posing as Frida who holds the medallion on her left hand.

These are some of the main signifying elements and their connotations.

(a) The reference to The Two Fridas: The painting addressed Frida's complex

heritage. Her father was a German-Jewish immigrant and her mother a

Spanish-Indian Mexican. In this piece, Frida represented herself

simultaneously as European and Aboriginal, which suggests she conceived her

genetic and cultural heritages as parts of an organic whole to the extent that

her identity could not be reduced to either one.

(b) The reference to Frida's figure: Anne Marie Stock refers to Frida's figure as "a

cultural migrant who moves between geopolitical territories and aesthetic
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spaces" (1999, 268). This feature is partly emphasized in the scene by means

of the visual presence of the image of Juan Soldado. Stock's reference is based

on Frida's complex heritage, her art—most saliently the border-themed Self

Portrait on the Border between Mexico and the United States—and the

manner in which her figure has been received North of the border where

fashion magazines such as Elle and Vogue have featured the Frida Kahlo

aesthetic (268). Miriam Haddu points out that these characteristics encouraged

Chícanos to claim Frida's figure as a role model and symbol of borderline

identity, and the artist's Self Portrait on the Border between Mexico and the

United States as a paradigm of Chicano identity itself (2007, 170-171).

(c) The differences between The Two Fridas and the re-staging/performance in

the film are: there are not two Elizabeths in the chairs as there are two Fridas

in the original painting, and the visual presence of the iguanas, that refers to

the scene where Elizabeth and Jane comment on Graciela Itúrbide's Nuestra

Señora de las Iguanas.

Depending on the analyst's perspective, the scene may suggest either that

Elizabeth is finally able to perceive herself as Mexican or she is unable to do so and

continues to perceive herself as Chicana. If the visual presence of the iguanas is

interpreted as Elizabeth figuratively "taking the iguanas off her head", then this scene

suggests, based on the connotations of the scene with Nuestra Señora de las Iguanas,

that Elizabeth finally understands the notions of Mexican culture and identity as
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referring to an ever changing and heterogeneous set of attributes. In addition,

Elizabeth perceives all the signifying elements featured in the re-staging/performance,

including the event itself, as instances of the diversity of Mexican culture and the

fluidity of the notion of Mexican identity previously suggested in Jane's observation.

However, there are other ways of interpreting the visual presence of the iguanas

because the formal elements featured in the scene create strong associations between

Elizabeth and Chicano culture. For example, the re-staging/performance of The Two

Fridas can be interpreted as an instance of what Miriam Haddu described as the re-

interpretation and re-appropriation of iconic figures from Mexico's past by the

Chicano community as a means of asserting a sense of Chicano identity (170-171).

The re-staging/performance, then, suggests that Elizabeth comes to perceive all the

elements featured in the scene as representative of Chicano culture and identity, not

as legitimately Mexican. This analysis demonstrates that this scene does not provide a

conclusive resolution to Elizabeth's identity conflict.

The two other scenes indirectly related to the identity conflict show

Elizabeth's growing participation in her local community. In the first scene, her

daughter speaks her first words in Spanish after a long period of silence, and also

paradoxically of sustained interaction with Serena's children. After listening to the

child's words, Elizabeth embraces her tenderly as a display of joy because a symbolic

barrier has been crossed. Elizabeth wants Guadalupe to grow up aware of her

Mexican heritage; hence the child's progress mirrors Elizabeth's own. In the second

scene, Elizabeth plays baseball with Serena and the kids in the yard next to their
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houses. While less relevant from a dramatic standpoint, this scene is indicative of a

clear progression in Elizabeth's acculturation to her new social milieu, acknowledging

how Chícanos also contribute to shape society in Tijuana. However, and spite of the

just described connotations, neither scene provides strong evidence to support either

one of the two resolutions outlined above.

1.2 North American Integration and the Complications ofMexican Identity

The interviews with María Novaro following the premiere of El Jardín del

Edén in Mexico provide useful insights about the role of Elizabeth's story within the

director's overall vision. In a 1995 interview published in the September issue of

Revista Epoca, Novaro articulated her intentions: "What I wanted to do was to share

or invite the spectator to reflect on the border as if it were a reflection of us, the

Mexicans, and what is happening to us now and in the future." (de la Vega, 1995, 66;

cited in Haddu, 2007, 152). Based on this comment, Miriam Haddu claims that the

film's exploration of life in the border region paralleled that of a sense of Mexican

identity (2007, 152). This is an accurate claim; it is further confirmed by another

comment by Novaro in a 1995 interview published in the November issue of Revista

Siempre. Referring to her choice of location, the director stated she wanted to "get to

know Tijuana and palpitate Mexicanness before the border with all its complications"

(Singer, 1995, 98; cited in Haddu, 2007, 152).

The film's representation of Elizabeth's identity conflict describes two major

interrelated complications: what Haddu describes as "the multifaceted, contradictory,
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and often fragmented sense of identity that applies to the notion of mexicanidad or

Mexicanness" (Haddu, 2007, 152), and the loss of Mexican identity. The sequence

featuring Elizabeth, Jane, and the Huave girl represents every dimension of the sense

of identity described by Haddu. For example, the sequence describes Mexican

identity as multifaceted by suggesting Elizabeth and the Huave girl are Mexican even

though they have totally different ethnic and cultural backgrounds. Moreover, the

sequence simultaneously describes Mexican identity as contradictory and fragmented

because Elizabeth and the Huave girl are not fluent in Spanish, which Elizabeth

conceives as essential to Mexican identity (and the Mexican constitution lists it as a

mandatory requirement for citizenship) and Elizabeth identifies only partially with the

set of signifiers in Nuestra Señora de las Iguanas. However, this sequence represents

as well the loss of Mexican identity because Elizabeth still perceives herself as non-

Mexican (Chicana) after acknowledging her connection with the photograph,

meaning her sense of Mexican identity is so fragmented that she is unable to

experience a "fullness of being India/Mexicana".

The film suggests these complications partly result from the processes of

integration operating in the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area even before NAFTA

came into effect. Elizabeth's implied past and her dual work as artist and curator

reflect the processes of social, economic, and cultural integration that contributed to

shape her sense of Chicano identity and later brought her to Tijuana. Those narrative

elements allude to the social and cultural bonds, however weak, that tied Elizabeth to

Mexico while she resided in the United States, and also to how the awareness of those
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bonds, or better yet their weakness, became the source of her sense of Chicano

identity. If Novaro intended Elizabeth to represent the Chicano community, as her

comments suggest, then Elizabeth's story indicates that such awareness contributed to

create a sense of Chicano community, culture, and identity based on the shared

experience of acculturation to a predominantly "Anglo-American" social milieu and a

shared set of distinctive cultural traits forged through the hybridization of Mexican

and "Anglo-American" cultural forms. Because Chícanos defined themselves as a

unique and autonomous community in opposition to Mexico and the "Anglo-

American" core, the logical side effects of these processes are the fragmented sense

of Mexican identity mentioned by Haddu and the eventual loss of Mexican identity.

Elizabeth's story also alludes to how those same social and cultural bonds,

now combined with strong economic incentives, are bringing Chícanos back to

Mexico. The visual presence of Chicano art and alternative videos in the film refer to

the growing presence of Chícanos and the proliferation of Chicano culture in Tijuana.

For example, the inclusion of Eloise in the film is an overt reference to the activities

and intentions of Chicano artists in the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area in the

late 1980s and early 1990s. Eloise De León, the author of the video, had been

member of Las Comadres, a group of female artists, teachers, and students from San

Diego and Tijuana that gained some notoriety within the art community in the United

States after appearing in an installation titled La Vecindad and a performance titled

Border Boda/Border Wedding at the Centro Cultural de La Raza in San Diego

(Berelowitz, 1998). With these works, Las Comadres tried to explore and represent
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the complexity of life on the border region from diverse perspectives (ethnicity,

gender, and so on) and promote a multinational, multicultural border "subject"

through their activities (Berelowitz, 1998). These social and cultural bonds are

intertwined with the developing economic ties between the Chícanos and Tijuana. To

the extent that Elizabeth's itinerary from the U.S. to Mexico replicates the itinerary of

the Chicano artworks she will commercialize through her gallery show, the film

represents her as an active agent not just in the diffusion of Chicano culture in

Tijuana and Mexico, but of the reaffirmation of a Chicano sense of identity.

Through Elizabeth's story, the film suggests Tijuana is becoming increasingly

defined by cultural forms that are not traditionally Mexican (at least according to the

discourses about Mexican culture that were dominant in Mexico during most of the

20th century, exemplified by the film through Nuestra Señora de las Iguanas), and

populated by residents who do not perceive themselves as Mexican (even if their

perspective may change in the future). This situation poses complicated questions that

challenge the traditional understanding of Mexican culture and identity, and evidence

the fragility of those very concepts under the effects of North American integration.

Should Chicano culture be considered a legitimate part of Mexican culture even when

Chícanos consider it as a unique and autonomous entity? Should Chícanos be

considered Mexicans even when they do not perceive themselves as such? Could the

growth of the Chicano population and the proliferation of Chicano culture within

Mexico eventually contribute to eliminate the notions of Mexican culture and

Mexican identity altogether?
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In September 23G , 1995, the Mexican newspaper El Financiero published an

article written by columnist Jesús Hernández, in which he quotes Maria Novaro as

saying:

The film [El Jardín del Edén] was shot just as the signing of NAFTA was about to
take place, and we were then being told that NAFTA was going to be our ticket
into the First World, a claim that made me laugh. During that time I read an essay
by Monsiváis regarding Chicana culture where he claimed that to reflect on the
Mexicans at the other side [of the border] constituted a way of seeing our future
selves. The border is the means by which one is brutally confronted, on a daily
basis, with the reality of belonging to the U.S., by one way or another. (Hernández,
1995, 37; cited in Haddu, 2007, 156).

The similarity between this comment and Novaro's statement about her intentions in

El Jardín del Edén suggests that her idea of reflecting on the border as a means of

thinking about the present and future of Mexican identity is inspired by Carlos

Monsiváis' claim. The director's comments confirm that by dealing with the

complications of Mexican identity as manifest in Tijuana, the film is addressing as

well the public discussion in Mexico about NAFTA's possible effects on Mexican

culture and identity. Furthermore, and seen from this perspective, the film's

representation of the Chicano community and Chicano culture reflects both the

complications of Mexican identity before NAFTA and the future of Mexican identity

after NAFTA.

Through Elizabeth's story, the film suggests that by accelerating the processes

of social, economic, and cultural integration operating between the U.S. and Mexico,

NAFTA will at once contribute to diversify Mexican culture by promoting further

hybridization with "Anglo-American" cultural forms and promote an increasingly
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more fragmented sense of Mexican identity, perhaps to the point of eradicating the

notion. The film is unclear about the latter because of the ambiguous resolution of

Elizabeth's identity conflict. If she is able to perceive herself as Mexican, the film

suggests that NAFTA's threat to Mexican identity can be met through strategies such

as reconsidering that notion in a way that makes it more inclusive and therefore able

to account for the ethnic and cultural diversity manifest in border locations such as

Tijuana. If, on the contrary, Elizabeth is finally unable to perceive herself as Mexican,

then the film suggests that NAFTA could transform all Mexicans into Chícanos like

Elizabeth, thus eradicating all sense of Mexican identity among the country's

population.

These speculations about the future of Mexican identity after NAFTA echo

what Monsiváis terms the "apocalyptic" reaction to the agreement (1992, 207-209;

cited in Fox, 1999, 19). Those who shared this position opposed NAFTA's likely

contribution to accelerate the cultural exchange between the United States and

Mexico in the name of preserving a "pure" Mexican culture (that none agreed to

define). From this perspective, free trade was a mechanism that could allow cultures

from nations with stronger economies to pervade, and perhaps even wipe out cultures

from nations with smaller economies if there were no provisions to avoid such a

scenario. Those who shared this perspective argued that a fair share of the U.S.

products to be favoured by the agreement were products from the culture industry, so

the possibility of a U.S. economic takeover translated into a threat to the "purity" of

Mexican culture and perhaps a threat to the very notion of Mexican culture (20).
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Many anti-free trade organizations used this argument in their claim for a "cultural

exemption" that would exclude cultural industries from the NAFTA negotiations. In

Mexico, these organizations formed a coalition named Red Mexicana de Acción

Frente al Libre Comercio (RMALC), which in 1991 issued a platform addressing

these and other related concerns (20-21). Ultimately, however, the Mexican

government did not push for the cultural exemption, and negotiated with the U.S. on

matters such as copyright and intellectual property rights (Robert, 2000, 50).

Around the time of the NAFTA negotiations, scholar Ann E. Kingsolver

interviewed a group of Mexican students and asked for their opinion about the

agreement. One of the students, a 20-year-old philosophy major named Clara, had

this to say: "the negative side of NAFTA is that it will Americanize Mexico a lot.

Already, there are a lot of U.S. companies here for the cheap labour, or whatever, and

a lot of Mexican products are copies of U.S. and European products. This will happen

even more with NAFTA. And we might even lose some of our national identity. Love

for what is Mexican will go down little by little..." (Kingsolver, 2001, 84) Clara's

words echo the argument used in the claim for cultural exemption because, as she

suggests, even before NAFTA went into effect, the popularity of U.S. cultural

products in Mexico promoted cultural forms that were not authentically Mexican

(interestingly, none of the students spoke about their criteria for authenticity). These

processes of economic and cultural integration, she believed, would result in the

gradual loss of Mexican identity, albeit not to the point of completely eradicating it.

Most of the students who participated in the interviews had similar views.
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1.3 Social and Political Membership within Mexico

Due to the ambiguous resolution of Elizabeth's story, El Jardín del Edén can

be said to depict two different scenarios. In the first one, the processes of integration

at work in the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area contribute to the growth of the

Chicano population in Tijuana, creating an ethnic minority with a strong sense of

community, culture, and identity that is secondary to their sense of belonging to a

national (Mexican) community, partaking in a national culture, and sharing a national

identity. The second scenario is very similar, with the only major difference being

that the members of the Chicano community do not have a sense of national

belonging, partaking in a national culture, and sharing a national identity.

As an allegory of the future of Mexican identity after NAFTA, the film

alludes to another set of scenarios (depending again on the resolution of Elizabeth's

story). In the first one, the changes caused by the immigration of Chícanos into

Mexico and the economic activities of United States-based cultural industries

contribute to what Maria Novaro refers to as the "Chicanization of the country

starting from Tijuana and the border" (1993; cited in Haddu, 2007, 157), which,

however, does not result in the loss of Mexican identity. The second scenario is very

similar, except that the Chicanization of the country eradicates the notion of Mexican

identity.

This last set represents the public concern in Mexico about the country's

uncertain future after an event (NAFTA) with potential short and long-term effects
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for culture and identity. However, these effects do not transform that concern into a

proper hypothesis, and thus fail to provide the information needed for a proper

analysis of their implications in terms of representing the effect of processes of

integration on social and political membership in the Mexican nation-state. For

example, it is not clear if the Chicanization of the country refers to an increase of

Chicano immigration from the United States into Mexico or to a change in the

Mexican people's sense of cultural belonging once the hybrid forms representative of

Chicano culture become dominant, or both; and the possible legal repercussions of

these processes are also ignored. Since this line of enquiry would not yield any useful

conclusions, it is best not to pursue it at all.

The other set, however, is a different case. Initially, both scenarios seem to

represent the emergence of a form of social and political membership different from

Mexican citizenship, here understood as a form of membership to the nation-state

usually referred to in current citizenship studies as "national citizenship." In his

pioneering work on citizenship and social class, the sociologist T.H. Marshall defines

it as a form of membership to the state based on the assignment of individual rights

and duties by virtue of national belonging (1964, 78-79). More recently, scholar

Yasemin Soysal defines it as follows:

The predominant conceptions of modern citizenship as expressed in both
scholarly and popular discourses posit that populations are organized within
nation-state boundaries by citizenship rules that acclaim "national belonging" as
the legitimate basis of membership in modern states. As such, national
citizenship is defined by two fundamental principles: a congruence between
territorial state and national community; and national belonging as the source of
rights and duties of the individuals as well as their collective identity. Hence,
what national citizenship denotes is a territorially bounded population with a
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specific set of rights and duties, excluding others on the grounds of nationality
(Soysal, 2001, 334).

In both scenarios, there is a clear lack of congruence between the territorial state and

the national community. The members of the Chicano community have most of the

civil and social rights, as well as some of the duties, associated with Mexican

citizenship (González-Martín, 2000, 36-43) even though they are not nationals by

law; meaning that national belonging, understood in a strictly legal sense, is not the

source of their collective identity, rights and duties. From this perspective, not every

member of the state is a member of the national community.

This form of social and political membership exemplifies Yasemine Soysal's

model of post-national citizenship defined by two fundamental principles: the source

and legitimacy of rights shifting to the transnational level and the source of identity

becoming naturalized, not around the national community but ethnic particularisms

(Soysal, 336). She notes that with the elaboration of human rights as a global

principle in legal and popular conventions during the postwar era—through decisive

steps such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the International Covenant on Economic,

Social, and Cultural Right (both 1966)—individual rights once associated with

belonging to a national community became more abstract and legitimated at the

transnational level and within a larger framework of human rights. This, in turn,

allowed non-citizens to make claims to rights beyond national belonging through

local, national, and even transnational political institutions (334). El Jardín del Edén
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is set during the early 1990s, a time when a significant number of social rights

formerly exclusive to citizenship had already been extended to non-citizens in

Western societies (335). Mexico was not an exception to this trend. The Constitution

grants temporary residents and permanent residents the same rights as citizens with

exceptions mostly related to political rights (González-Martín, 2000, 36-43). Parallel

to these developments, Soysal observes that legitimizing the right to one's own

culture and identity as a universal right promoted collective identities based not on

national belonging, but on other attributes such as ethnicity (335). The second

scenario of Elizabeth's identity partly exemplifies this by representing Chicano

identity as primarily based not on belonging to either Mexico or the United States, but

on sharing a more specific ethnic and cultural background. Therefore, it appears that

El Jardín del Edén only represents the emergence of post-national citizenship within

Mexico.

However, the first scenario contradicts this idea. When understood in a social

and cultural sense rather than in a legal one, national belonging is a source of

collective identity for the Chicano community because its members perceive

themselves primarily as Mexican. From this perspective, and as far as Chícanos are

concerned, it is possible to speak of congruence between territorial state and national

community. These elements suggest the Chicano community is gradually moulding

into Mexican citizenship since it is the next (and final) logical step in the process of

becoming part of the national community. Therefore, it is possible to claim that El

Jardín del Edén also represents the reaffirmation of Mexican citizenship.
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2. A Story of Illegal Immigration

2.1 If the Berlin Wall Fell, Why Can't This Wall Fall Too?

Illegal immigration was not always a problem between the United States and

Mexico. During the 19th century, there was virtually no control over migration both
ways across the border (Meier and Rivera, 1972, 218), and in the 1920s and 1930s

U.S. agribusiness (commercial farming conducted by large companies) supported the

unlimited admission of Mexican nationals (Lorey, 1999, 120). This situation changed

in the 1950s when the U.S. Immigration Bureau organized "Operation Wetback"—

the name refers to the Spanish word "mojado" (or wet) commonly used at the time for

illegal immigrants because it describes how they arrived into the U.S. after wading

across the Rio Grande. It was a massive drive intended to curb the flow of illegal

workers from Mexico (Meier and Rivera, 1972, 218). During the late 1960s and early

1970s, a number of factors contributed to definitively transform illegal immigration

into a national problem for the U.S.. These factors were: the growing number of

Mexican illegal immigrants arrested by the U.S. Border Patrol, the attention of the

mass media, and the interests of politicians who benefited from the public perception

of the issue as a national crisis (Nevins, 2002, 62-63).

Through Felipe's story, El Jardín del Edén addresses the problem of illegal

immigration in Tijuana during the early 1990s. The first significant element in the

film's representation of his itinerary from Mexico to the United States and back is the

outline of the causal factors involved in his decision to illegally immigrate. This
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outline involves at least three separate scenes. The first is where Felipe has lunch with

Elizabeth, Guadalupe and Jane right after their first meeting. During their

conversation, Felipe talks about his life back at his ranch in the municipality of Agua

Hechicera, Baja California, and points out that the food situation is different in

Tijuana. Back at the ranch, he claims, it is not always easy to buy or grow food

because sometimes due to droughts the land does not yield appropriately and, as a

result, profits and crops are too low. He concludes his speech by pointing out that this

situation has forced many farmers like him to "look elsewhere to make a buck".

Felipe's comments are a clear reference to the situation of the Mexican farmers from

the South who had been struggling with severe droughts for over three years, and

were also migrating North sometimes illegally into the U.S. (Kingsolver, 2001, 95).

This kind of situation is usually referred to in migration studies as a "supply-push"

factor because it causes people to leave their homes. (Anderson and Gerber, 2008, 54-

55)

The film's outline continues with the scene depicting Felipe's meeting with a

coyote in a Tijuana bar. Felipe hires "El Maleno" (Francisco Javier Bautista) to take

him all the way to Oxnard, California, where he has relatives who work at the fields

and are willing to help him. This scene alludes to the social networks that emerge

when successful immigrants remain in contact with their friends and relatives back

home. This kind of network is considered in migration studies to be another important

factor in causing and shaping migration. To the extent that those successful

immigrants provide help and motivation to potential immigrants with whom they
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remain in contact, these networks contribute to stimulate and direct migration flows.

(54-55)

The film completes this outline with the scene where the migra (the U.S.

Border Patrol) arrests Felipe during a raid in the fields where he works at in

California. This scene makes a direct reference to the decades-old tradition of

Mexican illegal workers employed by California agribusiness, that is the reliance by

corporations on Mexican labour regardless of the workers' legal status (Kingsolver,

2001, 110-111). This practice means that there has always been an incentive for the

Mexican poor to immigrate illegally into the U.S. because it improves their chances

of finding better paying jobs than those available to them in Mexico. This kind of

situation is usually referred to in migration studies as a "demand-pull" factor because

it pulls migrants into a migrant-receiving area (Anderson and Gerber, 2008, 54-55).

The second significant element in the film's depiction of Felipe's itinerary is

the representation of a culture of illegal immigration in Tijuana, namely its particular

notions, symbols, and practices. The film's opening scene shows Felipe participating

in this culture. He watches through a pair of binoculars how a group of Mexicans tries

to cross illegally into the U.S. by slipping through a hole in the fence during the night.

While he stands at a nearby terrace with other spectators, the Border Patrol intercepts

the group on the other side, and engages in a brief and oddly humorous rapport with

them. The illegal immigrants claim "we're in Mexico" (even though they are clearly

not) and the officers reply: "this is the U.S.A. Adiós, amigo. See you tomorrow".

Then, the immigrants tell the officers: "Vaya con Dios (God bless you)" and return to
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the other side through the same hole they used to cross. One of them, an overweight

woman, looses her footing and falls on the rocky ground already on Mexican soil. She

and her companions laugh at the incident and, back at the terrace, Felipe laughs along

with those around him.

Through the immigrants' first comment to the Border Patrol officers, the film

introduces the popular belief that California is a Mexican territory occupied by the

U.S.. This opening scene also introduces two objects that will eventually become

symbols within the film, namely the steel fence and the Border Patrol, and the

immigrants' habit of sneaking through the holes in the fence. These and other

elements are recurrent sights within scenes or sequences featuring Felipe. One

example is where Felipe attempts to cross illegally into the United States with the

guidance of "El Maleno". The sequence begins with a shot of Felipe walking out of

his motel room and towards the steel fence. Then, the film cuts to a high-angle shot

taken from the top of a hill right next to the fence. Felipe and a few others walk down

the hill along the fence and seem to go beyond the upper edge of the frame, but the

camera tilts upwards and frames them as they walk up the second hill in front of

them. The resulting shot features a stunning composition where the fence divides the

frame into three segments. The one to the right shows the steel from the fence itself,

the one in the middle shows the U.S. side and the one to the left shows the Mexican

side. In this shot, the two people in front of Felipe slip through a hole in the fence into

the U.S. side but as soon as they realize that the Border Patrol has spotted them, they

cross back into Mexico. As Felipe continues walking along the fence, he passes by an
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improvised diner appropriately named "El Ilegal (The Illegal)". The camera follows

him, but then it continues panning left to show the dozens of people gathered there,

including women and children. Finally, the camera stops and frames a couple of

Border Patrol cars that have arrived to the other side of the fence. Once again, the

film features a composition where the fence divides the frame, although this time only

in two sections, one showing the U.S. side and the two Border Patrol cars (on top)

and the other showing the Mexican side (on the bottom). The rest of the sequence

takes place at night; it represents the dangers of illegal immigration by depicting

Felipe's brutal beating at the hands of thieves.

This visual emphasis on two objects that pre-exist the film, the steel fence

(actual location) and the Border Patrol (actual people), invests El Jardín del Edén

with a certain air of realism. Yet the film turns those objects into elements of the

mise-en-scene, and the resulting complex formal constructions endow the steel fence

and the Border Patrol with particular meanings. In the scene where Felipe and Julián

first meet by the steel fence, there is a seemingly random close-up shot of a sign that

reads: "if the Berlin Wall fell, why can't this wall fall too". The film never explicitly

addresses the meaning of the sign or outlines its relation to Felipe's story, yet it is a

relevant element because the filmmakers singled it out through framing and editing.

The statement in the sign implies a similarity between the Berlin Wall and the steel

fence, but without defining what it is. As a result, the sign can be interpreted in

relation to the shared history of Mexico and the United States. Since the Berlin Wall

divided two territories that were once part of the same nation-state, it is possible to
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claim that the sign supports the notion that California is a Mexican territory occupied

by the U.S.

From this perspective, the film's opening scene and the scene where Felipe

attempts to cross illegally into the United States transform the steel fence and the

Border Patrol into symbols with at least two major connotations: they represent how

power struggles between nation-states can transform space and set limits to the free

movement of people, and how the power struggle between the U.S. and Mexico

eventually fractured the latter and created an artificial boundary limiting the free

movement of Mexicans within their former national territory. During the film's

opening scene, the camera constantly shifts focus through cinematography or editing

between two spaces and sets of distinctive events associated with each side of the

fence. The dramatic circumstances concerning the illegal immigrants' interception by

the Border Patrol identify that space as U.S. soil and exemplify the restrictions to the

free transit of Mexicans across the former California territory. The comic

circumstances concerning the woman's accident identify the second space as Mexican

soil and exemplify the lack of restrictions to the free transit of Mexicans. The

sequence where Felipe tries to cross illegally into the U.S. with the help of the coyote

features similar examples, only that here the film does not shift focus between the two

spaces and sets of events. Instead, it shows them simultaneously through complex

shot compositions where the fence divides the frame into various sections. In these

two instances, the steel fence and the Border Patrol function both as a barrier
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impeding Mexicans to transit freely across the former Mexican territory of California

and as a reminder that those lands now belong to the U.S. instead of Mexico.

Through Frank's introduction scene, the film creates an opposing symbol. A

point-of-view shot from his perspective associates the "American" expatriate with the

grey whales and dolphins that come to Magdalena Bay. However, the symbolic nature

of the shot does not become clear until later, that is in a scene where Frank and Sergio

(Jerónimo Barruecos), Serena's youngest son, have a brief talk at Frank's place after

the child slips on rocks of the cliffs and injures his knee. While Frank bandages

Sergio's wounds, the child looks curiously at the charts, graphs and drawings detailing

Frank's observation of the whales, making it apparent both have a common interest.

When Frank tells Sergio that the whales come to calve their young at Magdalena Bay,

the boy asks Frank if the newborns are Mexican. Amused by the child's logic, Frank

tells him that such is not the case because "fortunately for the whales, no one has put

borders to their territory." This comment transforms the grey whales into symbols of

the utopia of a world without borders, and invests the point-of-view shot from Frank's

introduction scene with other connotations. Now that shot refers both to the object of

Frank's scientific interest and to the group with which he has the strongest affiliations

since Frank has no apparent ties to any community, state, or territory.

The two opposing symbols come together in the film's very last scene which

marks the resolution of Felipe's story, and concludes the representation of the culture

of illegal immigration in Tijuana during the early 1990s. After having been deported

from the U.S. following his arrest, Felipe returns to Tijuana. He arrives at the beach
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where the steel fence meets the ocean, joining the dozens of Mexicans who will try to

sneak into the other side as soon as they have a chance. He is not alone in this third

journey, as his teenage brother travels with him. The camera frames them in a close-

up shot from a low-angle while they look to the left of the frame, and then the film

cuts to a long shot of a dolphin in the ocean. Finally, there is a fade-to-black that

leads to an intertitle preceding the closing credits. The text reads: "Thanks, Juanito

Soldado, for helping us to finish this film".

This scene makes it clear that Felipe's experience of immigrating illegally into

the United States has not dissuaded him from trying once again. The almost fatal

beating he took during his first attempt, his arrest and subsequent deportation have

not prevented him from undertaking another journey and, what is worse, from putting

his younger brother through the same risks and hardships. These circumstances allude

to the notion of perseverance because they suggest that Felipe, like his fellow

immigrants, will keep trying to cross over no matter how many times he has to sneak

through the fence, escape from the Border Patrol, be attacked by thieves or be

deported.

At the same time, the scene adds a symbolic quality to the brothers' journey.

The low-angle shot dignifies them, thus representing illegal immigration as a heroic

act associated with the two opposing symbols. However, the film is not explicit about

the nature of that heroism, making it another ambiguous scene that invites multiple

interpretations. It can be argued, for example, that the heroism of the brothers' journey

lays in their willingness to go through the hardships and risks of illegal immigration
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to achieve what many residents of the First World perceive as their most basic

aspiration: earning a decent living for themselves and their loved ones through honest

hard work. Many Mexicans neither seem to have the opportunity to achieve such a

goal in their own country nor have the means to immigrate legally into a country

where they can have that chance; as a result, they have no choice but to immigrate

illegally using the nearest convenient location. Thus, the final symbolic shot may

represent Felipe's yearning for a time when such obstacles no longer exist.

There are other equally valid and even complementary interpretations. It can

be argued that the act of illegal immigration implies a challenge to the act of limiting

the free movement of people across the land by regulating transit across national

boundaries (making them sites of exclusion such as the United States-Mexico border),

and constructing physical barriers like the steel fence featured in the film. Interpreting

the scene with this idea in mind, the film may suggest that the heroism of illegal

immigration lays not just in the immigrants' willingness to face those adverse

circumstances, but also in challenging boundaries and barriers in order to realize the

utopia symbolized by the final shot. In this case, the film judges those boundaries and

barriers—including those featured in the film—as negative. It suggests that

boundaries and barriers, and the notions they stand for, should be reconsidered as

necessary steps towards the realization of a world where people are freer to move

around in search for better living conditions.

2.2 North American Integration and Illegal Immigration
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Felipe's story suggests that illegal immigration as manifested in Tijuana

during the early 1990s is partly the result of the processes of social, economic, and

cultural integration operating in this region for decades. The notion that California is

a Mexican territory occupied by the United States alludes to the region's shared

history and the resulting social and cultural ties that exist between locations on both

sides of the border. Although the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo signed in 1848 created

a national boundary dividing the region and limiting the free transit of people across

the formerly Mexican territory, it was not enough to sever those ties or to eliminate

the nationalist feelings associated with them. Miriam Haddu points out that many

Mexicans saw the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo as an act of robbery by the U.S.

(Haddu, 2007, 153). The view that the territories of California, Arizona, Texas and

New Mexico were illegitimately occupied and thus rightfully belong to Mexico

animates contemporary calls for the recovery of those territories (Graham, 131-132).

As a result, many Mexicans still believe they are entitled to freely transit the region,

and this conviction acts as an additional motivation when they feel forced to look for

work in the U.S. due to the dire conditions at home.

The outline of the causal factors involved in Felipe's illegal immigration into

the United States alludes to the complementary relations of interdependence between

the people and economic markets from Agua Hechicera, Tijuana, and Oxnard. The

long-standing reliance of California agribusiness on Mexican workers, regardless of

their legal status, has contributed to create a favourable labour market for poor

Mexican farmers as well as strong social networks between California workers and
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their friends and relatives back home. The availability of better paying jobs on the

other side of the border is perhaps the most powerful draw for illegal immigration

from Mexico. Scholars Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera claim that "Mexican

workers could not be prevented from crossing the border so long as the attraction of

both high wages and expectations of a better life persisted" (Meier and Rivera, 1972,

216). Writing more than 30 years later, Joan B. Anderson and James Gerber point out

that "as long as wage differences remain large, Mexican migration to the United

States will be a fact of life" (2008, 56). Since most of the poor Mexican farmers could

only migrate illegally, a service enabling them to get across the border has emerged.

Thus, the smuggling market has boomed in border locations such as Tijuana and

contributed to perpetuate the problem.

While these circumstances motivated the movement of people across the

United States-Mexico border regardless of U.S. laws, the U.S. government took a

number of measures to stop it. The steel fence and the Border Patrol allude to the

fortification of the border shortly after the Immigration Reform and Control Act

(IRCA) of 1986. Although the IRCA was meant to put an end to the escalating

concern in the U.S. about the issue by incorporating measures such as the increase in

resources for boundary policing and interior enforcement, it only succeeded in

stopping the flow of illegal immigrants for three years. Then, the 1990 Immigration

Act emphasized the fortification of the border by calling for "the repair, maintenance,

or construction on the U.S. borders, in areas experiencing high levels of

apprehensions of illegal aliens, of structures to deter illegal entry into the United
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States" (1990; cited in Dunn, 1996, 67-68), leading to 19 fully funded projects for the

border region, including the steel fence featured in the film, which was built in 1991

(Dunn, 1996, 68). From 1988 through 1992, congress-approved funding for the

Immigration and Nationalization Service (INS) Detention and Deportation program

and for the Border Patrol increased by 23% and 59%, respectively (Dunn, 1996, 70).

During the NAFTA negotiation period, a significant segment of the United

States public was concerned about the agreement's possible contribution to a dramatic

increase of illegal immigration from Mexico. After all, NAFTA would only

accelerate the processes of integration that partly caused the illegal immigration

problem in the first place. This concern translated into a number of additional

measures taken by the federal and state governments such as California. The social

and political tensions that characterized this context significantly impacted on the

filming of El Jardín del Edén and, in turn, the film's formal construction.

With its reference to Juan Soldado, the intertitle that precedes the closing

credits provides a measure of that impact. It implies that after the experience of

filming in the United States, the filmmakers ended up perceiving themselves as illegal

immigrants. In a 1995 article published in the October issue of Revista Cine Premier,

M. Quiroz Arroyo comments on those circumstances in the following manner:

Given the political circumstances that the border is living through, particularly
in California, Maria (Novaro) stated that filming was very complicated. 'When
my sister and I started on the preparation, everything seemed very easy.
Everything seemed perfect, but on the second day of filming an order arrived
from Washington withdrawing support from us. At that time I didn't understand
it, until later, the tensions caused by Proposition 187 got worse and the politics
against Mexicans, which forced us to film kind of against them (Quiroz Arroyo,
1995, 29; cited in Noble, 2005, 159).
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The intertitle and Novaro's quote in Quiroz Arroyo's article suggest that the

filmmakers' awareness of California's political climate had an effect on the

representations of illegal immigration in El Jardín del Edén even if there is no direct

reference to either NAFTA or Proposition 187 in the film. Therefore, the visual

emphasis on the steel fence and the Border Patrol not only transforms those ordinary

objects into symbols, but turns them into clear references to the political context to

which Quiroz-Arroyo and Novaro allude.

In this regard, the two most relevant measures were Operation Gatekeeper and

Proposition 187. Gatekeeper was a federal government initiative that followed the

trend of fortifying the U.S. -Mexico border, mainly through the increase of Border

Patrol officers. This new border control plan which went into effect on October 1st,

1994 was partly inspired by Operation Hold the Line, a state government initiative in

Arizona that went into effect the year before. The aim of Operation Gatekeeper was to

stem the tide of illegal immigrants and shift the remaining traffic eastward where the

Border Patrol had a strategic advantage over the illegal immigrants trying to cross the

border. The relative novelty of Gatekeeper was its operational shift. Large

concentrations of Border Patrol agents spread along the border in three lines of

defence meant to primarily prevent, deter illegal entrance and apprehend the

trespasser as a last resort (Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Department of

Justice, 1998).
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The other measure was Proposition 187, a California state government

initiative partly aimed to shift the focus of immigration law enforcement away from

the border. The bill stated that Californians had suffered economic hardship from the

presence of illegal immigrants and, on occasion, personal injuries due to their

criminal activities. It proposed a solution involving measures such as the full

cooperation of all California law enforcement agencies with the INS regarding any

person who was arrested or suspected of being an illegal immigrant, and the denial of

publicly-funded health care services, social services, and education of any kind to

illegal immigrants (1994; cited in Kingsolver, 2001, 123). Kingsolver's overview of

the history of Proposition 187 indicates that it was an attempt from California

politicians, including Governor Pete Wilson, to capitalize on the public fear of

NAFTA's possible contribution to a rapid increase of illegal immigration from

Mexico (123). The bill was passed in 1994, but never went into effect. Four years

later, the Supreme Court invalidated it after deeming it unconstitutional (123).

2.3 United States Sovereignty

The film's portrait of illegal immigration from Mexico into the United States

describes a clear contradiction: while the processes of integration at work in the San

Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area encourage illegal immigration (in disregard of the

legal implications of the U.S.-Mexico national boundary), the steel fence and the

Border Patrol (and the laws they represent) aim to stop it. By definition, illegal

immigration challenges the U.S. government's control of the nation-state's southern
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border through conventional means such as ports of entry. In addition, the film

suggests that the steel fence and the Border Patrol represent further and equally failed

attempts to control who enters the nation-state's territory. As the last scene of the film

suggests, illegal immigrants not only persevere in their effort to evade U.S.

authorities, but their numbers also increase over time. Moreover, depending on one's

interpretation of the last scene, it is possible to claim that the film advocates either for

a reconsideration of the rationale behind national boundaries and physical barriers

considering the present circumstances or for the elimination of those artificial

constructions. Thus, the film represents the steel fence, the Border Patrol, and even

the U. S. -Mexico national boundary (when functioning as a site of exclusion) as

constructions running against the grain of the trends set by late 20l century

phenomena such as integration.

Academic consensus indicates that, when understood in relation to the nation-

state, the concept of sovereignty basically translates as the state's ultimate control of

the national territory and populace (Joppke, 1998, 10). Therefore, by indicating that

the United States government fails to control the nation-state's southern border, the

film's portrait of illegal immigration represents a decline in U.S. sovereignty. In fact,

Felipe's story is an almost perfect representation of what scholar Gary P. Freeman

terms the "thesis of declining sovereignty," which claims that the forces propelling

international migration are so strong and the constraints on states so confining that

traditional efforts to control national borders, and immigration in general, are no

longer effective (Freeman, 1998, 87). This point becomes evident when examining
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the parallels between the film's portrait of illegal immigration and the writings of

scholar Saskia Sassen, who is one of the main proponents of the "thesis of declining

sovereignty".

Perhaps the clearest parallel is related to the contradiction described in the

film and Sassen's idea of a contradiction between the denationalization of national

economies due to economic globalization and the re-nationalization of politics due to

immigration (Sassen, 1996, 59). In Losing Control?: Sovereignty in an Age of

Globalization (1996), she incorporates this idea into the following claim:

There is a combination of drives to create border-free economic spaces yet
intensify border control to keep immigrants and refugees out (...) [and] there are
strategic sites where the existence of two very different regimes for the
circulation of capital and the circulation of immigrants poses problems that
cannot be solved through the old rules of the game, where the facts of
transnationalization weigh on the state's decisions regarding immigration
(Sassen, 1996, 86-88).

By way of example, Sassen describes how the internationalization of trade and

investment in services within NAFTA made it necessary to create special systems to

govern the circulation of service workers and how, when created, those systems were

uncoupled from any notion of migration even though they involved a form of

temporary labour migration (88).

The case portrayed in El Jardín del Edén is different because it involves a

clash not between two different circulation regimes, but between the operation of a

decades-old international migration network and the United States government's

immigration laws, which represent a regime for the circulation of immigrants.

Nevertheless, this situation is also an example of the contradiction between the
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denationalization of national economies and the renationalization of politics, and the

problem it poses seems nearly impossible to solve for the U.S. government, at least

through unilateral decisions involving restrictionist measures.

Aside from these parallels, there is a major gap between the film's portrait of

illegal immigration and Sassen's theory. While her writings explain in detail how the

facts of transnationalization weigh on the state's decisions regarding immigration, the

film provides absolutely no information about it. For example, she pointed out that

lobbying by interest groups such as agribusiness influenced the drafting and

implementation of immigration laws, thus challenging the United States government's

capacity to exercise its power with regards to immigration policy (Sassen, 1996, 68).

Featuring this information would have made the film's portrait of illegal immigration

a perfect representation of the thesis of declining sovereignty.

3. Concluding Remarks

There are some interesting parallels between Elizabeth and Felipe's stories.

Perhaps the most obvious one is that these stories address issues and concerns related

to the processes of integration operating in the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area

on the eve of NAFTA. Also obvious is the motif of the journey, which has at least

two functions: serving as narrative backbone and contributing to describe the

processes of integration related to the complications of Mexican identity and to illegal

immigration. Elizabeth's journey is a return to her roots, but it is also intrinsic to her

work as an artist and curator which entails promoting the Chicano culture and sense
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of identity. Thus, the film uses her journey as a means of describing the economic

incentives, the social and cultural bonds drawing Chícanos back to Mexico, and the

Chícanos' contribution to shaping the Tijuana society. Felipe's journey is a noble

effort to find a decent job in the Oxnard fields just like his relatives did, but at the

same time it undermines the U.S. government's efforts to regain control over the

southern national border. Thus, the film uses his journey as a means of describing the

international migration network encouraging Mexican farmers like Felipe to

immigrate illegally. In addition, the juxtaposition between these two journeys reveals

a common trope of U.S. -Mexico border films: crossing the border from North to

South is always simpler than doing it from South to North.

The last clear parallel between these stories is their ambiguous resolution,

which invites multiple interpretations with slightly different or even contradictory

implications regarding the issues and concerns being addressed. The two outcomes of

Elizabeth's story create four portraits of Chicano immigration and its effect on the

sense of Mexican identity, each notably different from the other. Moreover, her story

implicitly represents two different effects of the processes of integration on social and

political membership within Mexico: the reaffirmation of Mexican citizenship and the

emergence of post-national citizenship. By comparison, Felipe's story is less

complicated. The ambiguity of the film's very last scene suggests complementary

rather than utterly diverging meanings. As a result, the film's portrait of illegal

immigration always implicitly represents how the processes of integration contribute

to undermine United States sovereignty.
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This analysis demonstrates that El Jardín del Edén not only features a variety

of character types (the Chicano, the Mexican Farmer), but also addresses a wide

variety of issues and concerns (both local and national in scope) through their stories.

In addition, the intricacy of its formal construction contributes to a very rich

representation of those matters, acknowledging the multifaceted nature of the reality

being represented and the film's role as mediator of the public perception of that

reality. These are some of the reasons why El Jardín del Edén is such a complex and

relevant film.
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Chapter 2:
The Screams of the Women in Juárez

In the "making-of" feature on the North American DVD edition of

Bordertown (2006), director-producer-screenwriter Gregory Nava defines the film as

a "human story" set against the backdrop of the Juárez feminicide. That story is the

investigation of the rape and attempted murder of Eva Jiménez (Maya Zapata), a

teenage Mexican girl of aboriginal descent who works at an assembly factory

(commonly referred to as maquiladora or maquila) in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico. Her

case exemplifies the gender-motivated hate crimes that have escalated in that city

since 1993 to the point of becoming a distinctive socio-cultural phenomenon with a

truly frightening tally of assassinations and disappearances.

Lauren Adrian (Jennifer López) is a journalist from the Chicago Sentinel who

travels to Ciudad Juárez after accepting an offer from her editor George Morgan

(Martin Sheen) to write a story on the Juárez feminicide. One afternoon, while in the

offices of the El Sol de Juárez newspaper where she was trying to convince her

former colleague Alfonso Diaz (Antonio Banderas) to team up with her, Lauren

meets Eva and learns about her horrible experience. Lauren realizes she is "sitting on

an exclusive", and accepts to help the girl and her mother. She also uses Alfonso's

interest in helping Eva to finally persuade him to team up with her in the Sentinel's

assignment. From this moment onwards, the assignment and the investigation of

Eva's case become a single task for Lauren.
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From the very start, her involvement with the assignment triggers flashbacks

of the circumstances surrounding her parents' murder, and forces her to deal with the

trauma caused by the event which manifests itself in her rejection of her Mexican

identity. As the investigation of Eva's case progresses, the women develop a very

strong connection leading Lauren to identify with Eva, and slowly rediscover her

sense of Mexican identity. As a result, her initial detachment towards the assignment

she considered a mere springboard for a position as foreign correspondent transforms

into passionate commitment.

During a social event that Lauren attends thanks to Teresa Carrillo (Sonia

Braga), a wealthy socialite and one of her contacts in Ciudad Juárez, she learns about

the connection between some powerful parties in the implementation of NAFTA,

including U.S. Senator Rawlings (John Norman) and the Salamanca family. At this

event Lauren also meets Marco Antonio Salamanca (Juan Diego Botto), a Mexican-

born Harvard graduate and skilled businessman. Her evening concludes when Eva,

whom Teresa had brought along for safety reasons, spots one of her attackers among

the crowd. However, the man escapes before anyone can stop him.

Though unable to identify the man at the party, Lauren and Eva manage to

identify the other attacker, a bus driver named Domingo Esparza (Irineo Alvarez).

Lauren devices a risky scheme to lure both killers and getting them arrested. The plan

involves going undercover into the maquiladora, and partially achieves its goal when

the police captures Esparza. Soon after, during their first and only date, Lauren gets
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Marco Antonio to identify the man at the party who as it turns out, belongs to another

wealthy family in Ciudad Juárez. The man's name is Aris Rodríguez (René Rivera).

Lauren's penultimate struggle is with her employer, the Chicago Sentinel.

Under pressure from Senator Rawlings, who wants to avoid negative press for

NAFTA, George Morgan has decided to bury her story. While Lauren battles George

in Chicago, Aris locates Eva at Teresa's house and drives the frightened girl to run

away and immigrate illegally into the United States. To make matters worse, Alfonso

Diaz is murdered in his office at El Sol de Juárez.

The story reaches its climax when Aris attempts to murder Lauren upon her

return to Ciudad Juárez. However, after being arrested and deported back to Mexico,

Eva arrives just in time to save Lauren. Aris is killed; he burns to death in a massive

fire accidentally unleashed during the struggle. Following this turn of events, Lauren

helps Eva testify against Domingo Esparza. After the trial, the girl and her mother go

under protection from a Human Rights organization. Aris' body is never claimed and

Alfonso Diaz's murder remains unsolved. As for Lauren, she embraces her Mexican

identity and relocates to Ciudad Juárez, taking over Diaz's job at El Sol de Juárez.

Promoted as the follow-up collaboration between the director-star behind the

hit Selena (Gregory Nava, 1997), Bordertown failed to emulate that film's

commercial and critical success, going straight-to-video and earning unanimously

negative reviews in the United States. Its international run, however, had two

interesting highlights, both associated with the city of Berlin. Bordertown competed

for the Golden Bear at the prestigious Berlin International Film Festival in 2007, but
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barely registered with critics and audiences. During the same event, Jennifer López

attended the "Artists for Amnesty" Award Ceremony where she received a distinction

for her work in Bordertown on behalf of Amnesty International. These circumstances

suggest that the festival's selection committee included the film in the main

competition because of its connection with Amnesty International, meaning it

recognized the film's value in addressing the Juárez feminicide. This perspective is

not entirely wrong. Bordertown is a conscious effort to raise awareness about the

issue among the international community with the explicit goal of motivating the

necessary actions to solve the problem. In a 2006 interview published in Variety,

Gregory Nava said: "I wanted to make a movie about the Juárez murders to bring

attention to it, to put pressure on the Mexican and American governments to do

something about it" (Barker, 2006, A2). As the Amnesty International's endorsing of

the film suggests, Bordertown is part of a broader struggle to put an end to the

assassinations and disappearance of women in Ciudad Juárez.

This agenda is also one of the reasons why Bordertown has been included in

this thesis. It is hard not to notice that the first manifestations of this violent

phenomenon happened shortly after NAFTA went into effect, thus suggesting that the

agreement, or more specifically its effects on Ciudad Juárez, is one of the causal

factors that gave rise to the Juárez feminicide. Bordertown foregrounds that

connection, primarily by representing how the processes of economic integration

operating in Ciudad Juárez after NAFTA's implementation contribute to perpetuate

the problem. At the same time, the film addresses the complications of Mexican
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identity as manifest in the city, foregrounding the relation between those processes

and the increasing ethnic and cultural diversity. This chapter examines how

Bordertown implicitly represents the effects that the processes of integration at work

in Ciudad Juárez after 1994 had on social and political membership within the

Mexican nation-state and on Mexican sovereignty.

As in Chapter 1, my analysis is divided in two sections, each focusing on one

of the two main subplots in Lauren's story. The first section begins with a study of

how Lauren's investigation of Eva's case portrays the interdependence between the

parties promoting and profiting from NAFTA. It concludes by examining the way in

which this portrait implicitly represents how the processes of integration contribute to

undermine Mexican sovereignty in varying degrees. Saskia Sassen's model of

undermined sovereignty under the international human rights regime is the main

academic source used in support of this conclusion. The second section initially

focuses on how the film portrays two different understandings of national identity

through the subplot about Lauren's identity conflict. It concludes by exploring the

way in which this portrait implicitly represents how the processes of integration

contribute to reaffirm Mexican citizenship while promoting alternative forms of

social and political membership within Mexico. Darren Jay O'Byrne's model of "non-

modern" citizenship is the main academic source supporting this conclusion.

1. NAFTA and the Juárez Feminicide
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1.1 George (to Lauren): "You're blaming the U.S. and Mexican Government (...)

You're blaming the North American Free Trade Agreement. "

George offers the Juárez assignment to Lauren by saying: "over the last few

years, 375 Mexican women have been raped and murdered, and an additional 700

Mexican women are still missing. No one knows who, no one knows why. Wanna

find out?" This speech introduces audiences to the Juárez feminicide and poses the

two questions the film will answer through Lauren's story, specifically her fieldwork

and investigation of Eva's attempted murder.

Shortly after arriving to Ciudad Juárez, Lauren learns about the police's claim

that the murders have been solved. According to the official statement, an Egyptian

named Al-Awar is responsible. This is an explicit reference to the case of Abdel

Omar Sharif Latif, an Egyptian chemist arrested in 1995 under several murder

charges involving female victims. Previously convicted of sexual crimes in the United

States, Latif was the first person to be arrested in relation to the Juárez feminicide,

and sentenced in 1996 for just one of the murders. However, the police tried to

connect him to every other similar case, claiming he was paying members of a street

gang called Los Rebeldes (The Rebels) to continue killing women, perhaps in an

attempt to prove he was not responsible for all the murders (Acosta, 2005, 2;

Lydersen, 2005, 132). The reference to Latifs case has a dual purpose: to ground the

fictional events in the reality of the Juárez feminicide, and articulate the first part of

an argument. During their first conversation after her arrival to the city, Lauren tells

George that the police's statement "seems like complete bullshit". She has analyzed
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some murder cases, and found some distinctive patterns that suggest there are various

serial-killers operating in the city. Given that such an obvious fact is difficult to miss,

the police must be either very incompetent or very eager to divert the public's

attention away from the issue.

The latter proposition is confirmed in the following sequence depicting

Lauren's first attempt to get Alfonso Diaz, her former colleague at the El Paso

Courier, to team up with her for the Sentinel's assignment. Alfonso agrees to meet

Lauren in a deserted area past the colonia Lote Bravo, a neighbourhood made up of

shacks and poorly built houses, and lacking basic services such as electricity and

water. He is there with a group of mothers who scrap the rocky surface in search for

the bodies of their missing daughters. Alfonso claims those suffering women are the

only ones who find bodies because the police, by contrast, is trying to "cover the

whole thing up."

This is the beginning of the film's "cover-up thesis" because the police, as it

turns out, are not the only party interested in keeping the public's attention away from

the Juárez feminicide. After learning about Lauren's intention of finding Eva's

attackers, and helping the girl testify against them, while also writing a story for the

Sentinel, Teresa Carrillo warns her about the danger of such undertaking. Teresa tells

her: "the government here doesn't want anyone to know about these things." It is not

clear whether she refers to the federal government or the state government, but the

film later suggests that Teresa's claim is applicable to both.
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Teresa's warning proves accurate when some people in a semi-truck attack

Lauren and Alfonso in broad daylight on the city streets. After this event, Alfonso

asks Teresa to shelter Lauren for the night. Fearing that Eva is also in danger, Lauren

urges Teresa to shelter the girl as well. Persuaded by the gravity of the situation,

Teresa accepts the request, but her offer requires that Lauren and Eva accompany her

to a social event she was planning to attend that evening. This is how the three

women find themselves enjoying a quinceañera (celebration of a girl's 151 birthday)

at the home of the Salamanca family.

The setting for this important scene is the spacious backyard of an opulent

mansion. The arrangements for the party include a sumptuous display of lights, a

chamber orchestra playing in a gazebo, tables covered with white tablecloths topped

by a rose bouquet, and last but not least, a live performance by Colombian rock star

Juanes (as himself). Also in attendance are less celebrated but equally influential

people, like U.S. Senator Rawlings. While Teresa explains to Lauren the Senator has

come to celebrate the 15th birthday of Don Felipe Salamanca's daughter, the film cuts
to a point-of-view shot from Lauren's perspective, showing the Senator talking to

some anonymous guests. As Teresa proceeds to list the other prominent guests,

another series of point-of-view shots from Lauren's perspective reveals the Chihuahua

state governor, the Archbishop, and the heads of "American" and Japanese

companies. Lauren wonders just how wealthy and important the Salamanca family is,

to which Teresa replies: "let's just say that the Free Trade Agreement couldn't happen

without the support of the Salamanca family." Later in the film, Marco Antonio
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Claims his family owns the lands where the maquilas are built in. However, even in

the midst of such an illustrious gathering there are dark, sinister figures. Eva and

Lauren stumble into one of them when they spot Aris Rodríguez among the guests.

Predictably, the film represents this revelation through point-of-view shots from both

Eva and Lauren's perspective.

It is obvious that Eva recognizing one of her attackers is a major turning point

in Lauren's investigative work, but at this point in the film the magnitude of the

breakthrough is not evident. The party sequence connects Aris Rodríguez, a serial

killer involved in the Juárez feminicide, to a specific social group: an international

community of businessmen and representatives from public and religious institutions

(a sort of "NAFTA aristocracy" united by their participation and commitment to

NAFTA and by the benefits they draw from promoting it). The formal construction of

the scene is very interesting. As noted, the film depicts the party's social environment

by combining a series of point-of-view shots from Lauren's perspective with Teresa's

off-screen dialogue. Framing and editing establishes NAFTA, represented by the

Salamanca family, as the element binding together the U.S. and Mexican politicians,

U.S. and Japanese corporations, and the Church. Because the film reduces its

description of the party to a particular social group, the presence of the serial killer

suggests his relationship to that group, even though, based on the information

provided in the scene, he could just as well be related to anybody else in the party.

Later the film conveys Lauren's assessment of the feminicide by means of her

voice-over commentary.
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The screams of the women of Juárez are silent because no one will listen, not
the giant corporations who make their profit from the labour of these women,
not the governments of Mexico and the United States who benefit from
NAFTA. No one will listen. All the evidence points to the fact that there are
many killers, a whole culture of murder that just gets worse and worse the more
it's denied and covered up. You see, covering it up is less expensive than
protecting these women. Everything is about the bottom line, and so the death
toll mounts.

This statement is an excerpt from her finished piece for the Chicago Sentinel; it is

combined with a montage of images including shots of rotten female corpses piled in

an isolated junk yard, women digging in search of dead bodies, women working at the

maquiladoras, and cargo trucks crossing the U.S. -Mexico border.

Lauren's answers to the questions posed by George at the beginning of the

film are clear. Next to the still unidentified serial killers, the "NAFTA aristocracy",

with the notable exception of the Roman Catholic Church, should be held accountable

for the murders; Lauren does not refer to the disappearances. While her assessment is

not explicit about the factors that gave rise to the feminicide, it implies that NAFTA

plays a central role in creating the conditions under which the phenomenon develops.

By contrast, she is explicit about the factors that contribute to perpetuate the problem,

namely covering-up the murders and not investing in the safety of the female

workers.

The extent of Lauren's breakthrough during the birthday party sequence is

revealed only after her assessment. Obviously, her findings could not lead her to

deduce the collusion between the giant corporations and the United States

government in the cover-up. Since the party sequence reveals the connection between
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NAFTA and the Juárez feminicide, it is possible to conclude it represents at the very

least the genesis of that idea. The sequence links the NAFTA aristocracy and the

serial killer and, by extension, the feminicide; it reveals as well the nature of that link.

Given the relationship between the serial killer and the NAFTA aristocracy, his

acceptance in the group rather than rejection, establishes not just a position, but its

implications. By covering-up the truth about the murders instead of making efforts to

end them, the NAFTA aristocracy contributes to perpetuate the feminicide. This idea

is emphasized in the final meeting between Lauren and Marco Antonio. After

returning from Chicago, where she failed to get George to publish her story, Lauren

learns about Alfonso's murder and assumes Marco Antonio knows something about it.

She locates him at a maquiladora, and proceeds to interrogate him both about

Alfonso's murder and Aris Rodríguez. Marco Antonio's answers confirm the "cover-

up thesis". He claims Alfonso "was reporting things that people didn't want reported,"

and it was just a matter of time before he was murdered. Also he admits being aware

of Aris' crimes; he tells Lauren that those who have the authority to arrest Aris know

even more than he does but have chosen to let Aris indulge himself because of his

social status.

1 .2 Integration and the Juárez Feminicide

The intertitles following the opening credits highlight NAFTA's role as a

causal factor in the Juárez feminicide. Four points of information are listed: (i) as a

result of NAFTA, corporations from all over the world have built nearly 1000
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maquiladoras in Ciudad Juárez; (ii) these faetones hire mainly young women because

they work for lower wages and make less complaints; (iii) many of those women are

attacked while travelling to and from work in the late night and early morning; and

(iv) the corporations provide no security for the workers. At first, it may seem this

information is only meant to contextualize the fictional events within the reality of the

feminicide and, indeed, most of it has been outlined in other assessments of the issue.

For example, scholar Kari Lydersen claims that

...while the maquilas were originally intended to employ men, managers soon
realized that it was in fact young women who made the perfect employees.
They are considered more docile and obedient, and their young nimble fingers
are better for work. By the 1980s, about 90 percent of maquila workers were
women (Lydersen, 2005, 134).

As well, the 2003 Amnesty International report titled Mexico: Intolerable Killings: 10

Years ofAbductions and Murder of Women in Ciudad Juárez and Chihuahua (2003)

points out that many of the murdered women were maquiladora workers (2003, 8),

and the maquiladora owners were yet to invest in security for their employees both

inside and outside their premises (2003, 24).

However, those four points of information also imply an argument. The order

in which they are presented creates a causal logic between them, according to which

NAFTA is one of the main factors of the Juárez feminicide because it contributed to

create the conditions that in time gave rise to such phenomenon. From this

perspective, NAFTA promoted in Ciudad Juárez a form of pre-modern capitalism.

The expansion of the maquiladora sector generalized a set of conditions that

included, on behalf of the factory owners, diverse measures to maximize profits. The
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intertitles suggest that two of those measures (hiring a greater percentage of female

workers and not investing in security for the employees) ended up playing a major

role in ushering the feminicide.

NAFTA's impact is further described in the scene where Lauren and Eva share

stories about their past while photographing the drivers on the bus route Eva took on

the night she was attacked. Eva tells Lauren her family came to Ciudad Juárez from

Oaxaca (a poor farming state in Southern Mexico) looking for work at the

maquiladora because they could not afford paying property taxes for their land. The

government encouraged Eva's family to work in the maquiladora, suggesting they

would make enough money to keep their land. Soon, however, it became obvious that

there was no money to be made in Ciudad Juárez because the government and the

corporations collected most of the profits. Eva's father migrated further North into the

United States looking for a better job, and Eva started to work in the maquiladora. At

the end, they lost their land and Eva and her mother felt forced to stay in Juárez,

living in a colonia for years.

Eva's account alludes to a social situation analyzed by various scholars,

although not necessarily in relation to the Juárez feminicide. Writing about the social

costs of industrialization in Mexico's border cities, Joan B. Anderson and Joshua

Gerber point out that

Mexico's border cities are typical of many places around the world where urban
development has outstripped the provision of services. Industrial growth has pulled in
a steady flow of immigrants from the interior, where jobs are scarcer, and in the
process it has generated a set of challenges related to congestion and rapid growth (...)
The rapid population growth beginning in the 1980s has put increased demands on
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highly centralized, underfunded urban systems and has stressed the environment
(Anderson and Gerber, 2008, 100).

Under these conditions, the excessively low wages in the maquiladora sector

(another typical trait of pre-modern capitalism), and the lack of affordable housing

contributed to the proliferation of colonias. Their location forces many female

workers to travel long distances back and forth from work. These trips, coupled with

the difficulty of patrolling sectors with no paved roads or electricity, makes women

more vulnerable to attack. Scholar Mariclaire Acosta identifies these circumstances as

contributing to the Juárez feminicide; she points out, the deficient urban infrastructure

and lack of social services forced 200,000 families to live in high-risk areas (2005, 5).

All these conditions allowed serial killers targeting women in Ciudad Juárez to thrive.

By highlighting NAFTA as a causal factor of the feminicide, Bordertown also

represents the processes of integration operating since 1994. Lauren's story suggests

that in less than a decade, NAFTA inserted Ciudad Juárez into a regional (North

American) and global economy. It transformed the city into a nodal point in a

transnational network of social, economic, and political relations connecting diverse

institutions, people and places, such as the United States and Mexico governments,

the Salamanca family, the "American" and Japanese corporations, and the immigrants

from Oaxaca. The nature of most of the relations is one of interdependence. Aside

from the obvious examples of the U.S. and Mexican governments, there is the case of

the corporations (both the landowners and the maquila owners) and the immigrants

from Oaxaca. While the former depend on the labour supply coming from the poor
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states of southern Mexico, the latter depend on the labour market in the North for jobs

that can help them keep their land or simply improve their family's prospects.

More relevant is the fact that Lauren's story represents the manifestations of

interdependence; how the parties involved in NAFTA have jointly contributed to

shape the reality of Ciudad Juárez after 1994, and in a process helped to usher the

feminicide. These parties act independently, often have diverging interests, and don't

always agree on certain matters. Were it differently, Marco Antonio would not have

to bribe politicians all the time. However, the influence each party exerts on the other

parties' decisions is undeniable. The Mexican government, for example, chooses not

to impose better labour standards in the maquiladoras, including security provisions

for the workers, to keep the giant corporations from moving their factories

somewhere else. In turn, this policy allows the corporations to continue their regime

of low wages and no investments in security that, as previously stated, have

contributed to the feminicide.

Interestingly, the film shows how the feminicide is a threat for the NAFTA

aristocracy because it can mobilize public opinion against the agreement and

endanger the conditions allowing them to benefit financially. Moreover, near the end

of the film, it is revealed that Senator Rawlings is pushing a bill through Congress to

expand NAFTA to all of Central America, broadening the threat. Avoiding a public

backlash at this juncture is the major reason compelling the NAFTA aristocracy to

cover-up the issue. Making profits, their common interest, becomes the basis for their

joint action.
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Lauren's story also reveals how the interdependence between the members of

the NAFTA aristocracy become manifest through their joint action to address that

threat. Once again, the governments of the United States and Mexico and the giant

corporations operate independently, but their actions show remarkable coordination

since they are simultaneous and similar in both nature and intent. For the most part,

their efforts focus on silencing the press to keep the public's attention away from the

truth about the Juárez feminicide. Aside from issuing false claims, like the one to

which Lauren refers to in the early part of the film, there are two scenes where the

police confiscates issues of El Sol de Juárez in the streets and the newspaper's

headquarters. Meanwhile in the U.S., Senator Rawlings personally makes sure that

Lauren's story remains unpublished. In comparison, the giant corporations are

underrepresented, yet George alludes to their presence and activities regarding mass

media. His argument for not printing Lauren's story includes the claim that "corporate

America is running the show now, and their news agenda is free trade, globalization,

and entertainment." Paradoxically, these efforts contribute to perpetuate the same

threat they aim to contain.

1.3 Mexican Sovereignty

The film's portrait of the Juárez feminicide indicates that the processes of

integration at work in Ciudad Juárez introduce new and powerful political actors

limiting the Mexican government's capacity to act upon the economic and social

situation in the border city. If the concept of sovereignty translates as the state's
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ultimate control of the national territory and populace (Joppke, 1998, 10), then this

scenario represents a decline in Mexican sovereignty. While many academic studies

of NAFTA and sovereignty examine how the text of the agreement sets a number of

constraints to governmental action (Clarkson, 2002; McBride, 2006), Bordertown

focuses on how the multiplicity of parties involved in NAFTA can have the same

effect. The U.S. government and the giant corporations are too influential for their

interests to be dismissed, thus guaranteeing them some degree of leverage when

dealing with the Mexican government. As a result, the decisions of the Mexican

government depend to a certain extent on the interests of the other parties. This is the

reason why Lauren and Gregory Nava himself believe the U.S. government has the

power to address the Juárez feminicide even on its own.

Notwithstanding, Bordertown suggests that this challenge is not severe. It

doesn't include scenes or imaginary scenarios that show the United States

government or the local and foreign corporations successfully challenging the

Mexican government's authority and power over the city. Quite the opposite: the film

shows the Mexican government as the only party capable of taking direct action upon

Ciudad Juárez. Marco Antonio, the main representative of the Mexican upper class,

private sector, and corporations participating in NAFTA, tells Lauren that the

authority and power to take legal action against Aris Rodríguez rests with other

people. Although he is unclear about who these people are, it is unlikely he is

referring to U.S. authorities or foreign businessmen. Moreover, by admitting to bribe

Mexican politicians on a regular basis, he admits being unable to challenge the state's
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control through legal means. Meanwhile, as Senator Rawlings' deeds indicate, the

visible actions of the U.S. government take place within the territorial limits of its

jurisdiction. As for the giant corporations, their actions are not even visible and, if

George's comment is any indication, their primary focus is the mass media in the

U.S., not in Ciudad Juárez. Therefore, the film suggests the erosion of Mexican

sovereignty in the city is minimal.

This is a very interesting conclusion because Bordertown was actually part of

a successful international effort to force the Mexican government into taking action

against the Juárez feminicide. Many have considered the pressure from transnational

human rights organizations and institutions—like Amnesty International and the

European Parliament—as a decisive factor in accelerating and increasing the Mexican

government's involvement in the solution to the problem (Martin et al., 2008). For

example, the creation in 2004 of the Federal Commission to Prevent and Eradicate

Violence Against Women in Ciudad Juárez, which coordinated the activities of

multiple agencies across all levels of government, is seen as a response to the nearly

simultaneous reports issued by Amnesty International and the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights in 2003 (Martin et al., 2008). These circumstances

indicate that, at least in this particular instance, concrete external forces represented

by transnational institutions have a determining influence over domestic politics in

Mexico. When compared to the film's representation of the U.S. government and the

giant corporations, those transnational institutions are far more powerful. Their ability

to influence government decisions is a severe challenge to Mexican sovereignty.
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From this perspective, Bordertown can be said to represent the notion that

international human rights can undermine the exclusive authority of the state over its

nationals (Sassen, 1996, 89). Proponents of this notion claim that human rights are

universally recognized beyond the founding documents of nation-states and there are

instruments in place for individuals and non-state actors to make claims on the state

in that regard (90). By way of example, Sassen points out that the 1976 Protocol to

the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights enables private parties to file complaints to

the United Nations Human Rights committee if a state that has ratified the protocol

has violated its dictates (91). In the specific case of the Juárez feminicide, the claims

originated from local organizations representing the victims' families. Around the late

1990s, these groups engaged in international activities that eventually attracted the

attention of the international media, prominent NGO's such as Amnesty International,

and most importantly, agencies such as the United Nations Human Rights committee

(Martin et al., 2008). As previously mentioned, the involvement of some of these

parties was instrumental in forcing the Mexican government to properly address the

problem.

2. Notions of Mexican Identity

2.1 Marco Antonio (To Lauren): "Mexican, American... These are very limiting

terms, they don't mean much in the modern world. "

Lauren's enquiry into the Juárez feminicide parallels her struggle with her

identity, thus making the experiences of the investigation relevant to her own
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struggle. The sequence where she battles George for the right to print the Juárez story,

for example, coincides with a major revelation about her past. After George suggests

the story is not worth the risk of jeopardizing her career, Lauren loses her temper, and

begins randomly pushing around computers and other equipment. George follows her

into his office and closes the door so the Sentinel staff cannot hear the conversation.

Following one more heated exchange, Lauren breaks down and reveals the personal

experiences fuelling her passion for the Juárez story.

Lauren's parents were Mexican immigrants who came to the United States as

farm workers, and were murdered while working in the fields. For reasons never

made clear in the film, Lauren did not return to her relatives in Mexico, instead an

Anglo family adopted her. While her memories about these events are vague, she

remembers witnessing the murders. In visible emotional distress, she tells George:

You see, when I met Eva, I saw myself... I've been running away from who I
am my whole life. You don't want to be Mexican, not in this country... You see,
I could be one of the women in those factories... it could be me in one of those
graves. I can't let this go.

Until her fateful encounter with Eva, Lauren was incapable of accepting her

Mexican identity. The circumstances surrounding her parents' murder caused her a

trauma with regards to her Mexican origins. From Lauren's perspective, her parents

were murdered precisely because they were Mexicans working in the United States.

She associated her Mexican origins with the memories of that personal tragedy and

feared sharing her parents' fate if she acknowledged being Mexican. This trauma
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manifests itself in Lauren's rejection of any personal trait that can identify her as

Mexican, and cultivating those that define her as "Anglo-American".

The film exemplifies part of this behaviour during Lauren's introduction

sequence that intercuts several scenes taking place in different locations and different

time periods. The first scene is set inside the plane taking Lauren from Chicago to

Ciudad Juárez. She looks at some photos of the feminicide victims and remembers the

moment when George offered her the assignment. The second scene is a flashback set

inside the offices of the Chicago Sentinel. Trying to persuade a reticent Lauren,

George implies that her experience working at the El Paso Courier right across from

Ciudad Juárez, and her little knowledge of Spanish gives her an advantage over other

candidates. However, Lauren corrects him by saying "I don't know Spanish, I don't

know anything about Mexico".

These two scenes establish the two interrelated subplots of Lauren's story, and

anticipate the revelation during her confrontation with George. Another significant

connection is set up in this sequence, namely in the segment that follows. The film

cuts from the shot inside the plane to a scene set in a desert area where Eva is buried

alive. After she crawls out of her grave and starts wandering around, the film cuts to a

flashback scene that shows Lauren as a child walking into the fields where her parents

worked, kneeling next to her dead mother, and speaking to her in Spanish. The

editing in this sequence creates a parallel between Lauren and Eva based on their

common experience of a traumatizing event, suggesting both characters will likely

meet and play an important role in each others' lives. More importantly, the sequence
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establishes in a forceful way that Lauren's personal trauma and her enquiry about the

Juárez feminicide are interrelated.

During her breakdown at George's office, Lauren claims she perceived Eva as

a reflection of herself. The film stages this metaphor in a brief but beautiful scene

where Lauren escorts Eva back to the girl's home at the colonia Anápara, and

disguises herself as a factory worker before going undercover into the maquiladora.

After transforming Lauren's look from that of a blonde "American" journalist to a

brunette Mexican maquiladora worker, Eva makes Lauren turn towards the mirror

and stands right next to her, smiling. As the camera frames Lauren and Eva's

reflections in a medium shot, Eva says: "now you look just like me". The two women

smile and stare at the mirror in silence for a few more seconds, underlining the

significance of the moment.

This is the first scene where the film explicitly represents Lauren's self-

identification with Eva. Because this event occurs just after Lauren sheds most of the

visual markers identifying her as "American" (Alfonso calls her "blonde American"

in one scene) to blend with Mexican maquila workers, it suggests that the sense of

Mexican identity is based on her self-identification with Eva. This process concludes

in the sequence where Lauren partly relives Eva's experience when she is attacked by

the same serial killers under similar conditions. These scenes represent Lauren's

experience in all its complexity. They rely not just on the more superficial elements

of Lauren's performance as Eva, namely the looks and travails at the maquiladora,

they visualize the emotional elements associated with their common experience as
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victims and survivors of deadly attacks. The same event marks two interrelated

turning points in the film. While Lauren's actions yield Domingo Esparza's arrest and

enable her to finish the Sentinel's assignment, they complete her self-identification

with Eva and lead her to slowly rediscover her sense of Mexican identity. After that

night, Lauren chooses not to dye her hair back to blonde, making her brunette looks a

permanent fixture. She also wears the necklace bearing the miniature image of the

Virgin of Guadalupe—Mexico's patron saint and national symbol—that Eva gave her

as a protective token. Thus, Lauren's trip to Ciudad Juárez ends up being a return to

her roots. Through this journey of self-discovery, she recuperates the sense of being

Mexican.

The film further describes Lauren's newfound sense of Mexican identity by

contrasting it with another perspective exemplified by Marco Antonio. Overall, the

two characters appear together in three scenes, and only two are relevant here, yet

they are so didactic that they successfully achieve the intended contrast. Following

the pattern set by the scenes analyzed so far in this section, Lauren and Marco

Antonio's two encounters belong to the subplot about her investigation of Eva's rape

and attempted murder. During the first of those encounters, Lauren gets Marco

Antonio to identify Aris Rodríguez, one of the serial-killers, and at their second

meeting, she gets Marco Antonio to confirm the "cover-up thesis."

Lauren and Marco Antonio's first encounter occurs at a very expensive and

visually dazzling restaurant where he invites her as part of a romantic date. After

supper and over drinks, they exchange anecdotes about their past. He talks about his
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time at Harvard and she talks about her time at St. Mary's High School. The dialogue

that follows is significant:

Lauren: What was it like being a Mexican in Harvard? Were they, like, two of you
there?

Marco Antonio: Mexican? But I am an American citizen. See, it is very
convenient, I can be Mexican whenever I want or American.

Lauren: Also deep down you are really just a gringo.

Marco Antonio: Of course... It's the best thing to be, the whole world wants to be
gringo.

Lauren's initial question is indicative of her trauma because it manifests her

fear of being perceived as a Mexican in the United States. She envisions Marco

Antonio's experience in Harvard as challenging because, from her perspective, he was

part of a minority within an environment populated with and dominated by gringos.

Clearly, she is mistaken. Marco Antonio had a great time at Harvard.

His answer indicates he understands Mexican citizenship and Mexican

identity as being one and the same, and they entail only legal bonds between the

individual and the nation-state. From his perspective, these notions refer to a person's

social and legal status, and are relevant in defining his/her position and role within a

given environment, such as Harvard. Lauren's reply to Marco Antonio's comment

hints at a different perspective. While she conflates the notions of Mexican

citizenship and Mexican identity, she views them as entailing other kinds of bonds

besides legal ones; for example, sharing a set of cultural attributes that, in the case of

the gringo, are believed to be representative of the nation. From her perspective, those
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bonds are so strong and complex that a person cannot have two national identities as

in Marco Antonio's case. This is why she claims that he ultimately perceives himself

"American." And in her case, this is why embracing her Mexican identity implies an

irreversible and highly emotional process leading her to reject her status as

"American."

In spite of his comment about perceiving himself as either Mexican or

"American", Marco Antonio's last statement suggests he shares Lauren's view that

"deep down" he is not really Mexican. However, this is far from being the case. There

is evidence to support this claim in the scene depicting their second encounter, where

Lauren confronts him about his position towards the Juárez feminicide, but she begins

by saying:

Lauren: Who are you? Do you believe in anything? What are you... Mexican...
are you American... what are you?

Marco Antonio: Mexican, American... these are very limiting terms. They don't
mean much in the modern world, okay?

Lauren neither explains what those beliefs are, nor what she is alluding about their

nature. Yet considering the purpose of her visit, it is safe to assume they are related to

the feminicide. In that sense, she asks the question because she cannot imagine why

he remains ambivalent about the problem. Making the whole set of questions even

more interesting is the fact she associates his position towards the feminicide with his

legal status as dual citizen, thus equating his ambivalence towards the problem with

his ambivalence about national identity. Lauren does not explain the nature of that

association. From her perspective, it is tempting to assume that while being Mexican
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means caring about the problem and making an effort to solve it, being "American"

means the exact opposite. However, I prefer to interpret Lauren's comment as

indicative of her perception of national identity (be it Mexican or "American") as

entailing unconditional loyalty and commitment to the nation (in this case, Mexico as

represented by the feminicide victims), and as a sign of Marco Antonio's disloyalty
and lack of commitment to Mexico.

His reply confirms that, contrary to what the restaurant scene suggests, he

does not share Lauren's view on citizenship and national identity. While Marco

Antonio's vision of the modern world is unclear, his characterization as a wealthy

cosmopolitan businessman is particularly suggestive. He is positioned in an

environment where class membership and economic allegiance are more significant

than membership to a national community. In this milieu loyalty and commitment are

owed to private transnational corporations (not to nation-states); individuals and their

roles are defined by social and financial background, not nationality. Since within this

setting only the legal implications of citizenship and national identity are relevant,

namely they are linked to a businessman's capacity to operate inside a given national

territory, it is only logical for Marco Antonio to understand these notions in strictly

legal terms. This situation explains why he rejects citizenship and national identity as

representative of his identity and his social and political status.

2.2 Integration and the Complications ofMexican Identity
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There is no evidence indicating that Bordertown was meant to address issues

and concerns other than those related to the Juárez feminicide. However, the film's

emphasis on integration and questions of Mexican identity is not casual. The complex

interrelation between the two subplots in Lauren's story indicates a careful

consideration of the subject and its role within the film. Up to a point, it is possible to

explain these circumstances in relation to Gregory Nava's interest in immigration,

namely the process and problems of acceptance and assimilation. This is a defining

feature of his body of work, as he has admitted during various interviews, including

one published in the 1995 Fall issue of Cinéaste after the release of My Family (1995)

and another published on the PBS website in the year 2002 after the network premiere

of the TV-series American Family (2002). These two films feature stories of

immigrants from Latin America trying to settle in the United States, a narrative trope

introduced in his seminal film debut El Norte (1982). These films and series address a

problem common to immigrant communities: the loss of cultural traditions and values

among second and third-generation immigrants. In the interview for PBS, Nava said:

Yes, the United States can be a very cruel and cold place. And for people from
traditional cultures [that's] harsh. You know, people come here in order to
survive, to make a living. And they see, you know, money as being what they
are looking for, but they don't realize the spiritual values or the community
values that they may lose when they get here (Moyers, 2002).

Lauren's story perfectly exemplifies some of his remarks. Her character's past

represents just what a cruel and cold place the United States can be for a Latino

immigrant. It alludes both to the anti-immigrant sentiments of nativist groups and

their violent manifestations, the psychological implications of those violent acts on
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their victims, and their effect on the immigrant's relation to the host society. In

Lauren's case, her trauma makes her reject her Mexican identity believing that it is a

necessary condition to survive in the Anglo-dominated mainstream. Eventually, she

becomes a career-oriented, self-centred person with no strong connections to any

individual, group or nation, Mexican or not. George's remark about Lauren being a

"cutthroat reporter" is an apt definition of her persona.

However, Lauren's immigration experience in the United States is only a small

part in her story, a sort of prologue to her second immigration experience, namely her

acculturation to the Ciudad Juárez society. Even though by the end of the film this

process seems to entail full integration, her personal journey is very different from the

one Nava alluded to in his comment. The main reason is that Lauren is not a genuine

"American." She only embraced that national identity as a result of her trauma, but

"deep down" she is really Mexican. Thus losing the cultural traits and values that

define her as "American" does not entail the loss of representative features of national

identity. In fact, she must go through this process in order to rediscover herself, and

begin to realize her genuine sense of Mexican-ness. Therefore, Bordertown goes

beyond Nava's traditional preoccupations. Not only does it tell the story of a Mexican

immigrant who acculturates to Anglo-dominated environments in the U.S. and loses

her Mexican identity; it reverses it also through the story of a Mexican-turned-

"American" migrating back to her homeland, and regaining her Mexican identity

through a similar acculturation process.
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The view of Mexican identity that emerges through Lauren's reverse story

echoes what Claire Fox calls "an older nationalist version of mexicanidad (...)

recalling a tradition in Mexican popular culture that deems Chicanos/as to be

culturally inauthentic until they return to their proper country and learn Spanish"

(Fox, 1999, 10). Lauren never perceives herself as Chicana; she is only able to

rediscover herself after returning to Mexico. Moreover, her view of Mexican identity

entails physical presence in the country (participating in national politics on behalf of

the community) and acculturation (sharing a national culture). The overtly explicit

nature of Lauren and Marco Antonio's scenes suggests that, in addition to his interest

in the complexities of the immigration process, the director wished to contrast

Lauren's perspective with other views of Mexican identity emerging from the effects

of globalization and integration. In Marco Antonio's case, his view of Mexican

identity results from his position in an environment mostly created by NAFTA. By

means of his scenes with Lauren, the film represents the clash between two different

understandings of the very nature of the concept. Lauren and Marco Antonio do not

argue over whether or not certain cultural attributes should be signifiers of Mexican

identity. Their dispute is related to a more essential question; that is whether or not

Mexican identity should even entail identification with a shared national culture given

the emergence of social settings (both within and outside Mexico) where cultural

distinctions are increasingly less relevant.

Although there is no evidence indicating that Nava deliberately aimed to

address the complications of Mexican identity as they manifest in Ciudad Juárez a
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decade after NAFTA, this is precisely what his film accomplishes. In addition,

Bordertown represents the same elements foregrounded in El Jardín del Edén,

namely "the multifaceted, contradictory, and often fragmented sense of identity that

applies to the notion of mexicanidad or Mexicanness" (Haddu, 2007, 152) and the

loss of Mexican identity. As evidenced in Lauren and Marco Antonio's scenes,

particularly the last one, his sense of Mexican identity is so fragmented that the

notion, as defined by Jonathan Hearn, is no longer applicable. For Marco Antonio,

Mexican identity is merely a common label shared with the rest of the national group

on account of being born in Mexico, not a claim to any substantive content

characterizing the group. The film is also clear when describing Mexican identity as

multifaceted and contradictory. Lauren and Eva belong to different ethnic and social

groups and have different cultural backgrounds. Yet by the end of the film, they both

perceive themselves as Mexican; even though in Lauren's case she is not fluent in

Spanish.

Through Lauren's story, the film suggests the processes of economic

integration at work in Ciudad Juárez after 1994 partly contributed to create these

complications. The complex network of relations that emerged from the city's entry

into the regional and global economy brought together diverse people, such as

Lauren, Eva, and Marco Antonio, with different views of Mexican identity. The

interdependence between the wealthy landowners and the giant corporations building

maquilas on their land attracts Marco Antonio; these relations offer a highly

profitable opportunity for his family's business. In a similar fashion, the
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interdependence between those parties and the immigrants from Oaxaca attracts Eva's

family to Ciudad Juárez. The landowners need those factories, the factories need

workers, and the Oaxaca farmers need jobs to keep their land. Eva's family is

representative of the indigenous communities emerging in border cities due to this

interdependence. Lauren's case is different. She is drawn to Ciudad Juárez because of

the Chicago Sentinel's interest in the feminicide and because her social and cultural

bonds with Mexico, however weak, still define her as an individual in the eyes of her

"American" colleagues (much to her chagrin). These factors are evident when George

considers Lauren's experience at the El Paso Courier and her knowledge of Spanish as

indicators of her suitability for the assignment. Lauren is initially reticent, but soon

realizes the women in Ciudad Juárez need media coverage even more than the

Sentinel needs the story.

2.3 Social and Political Membership within Mexico

Bordertown portrays a scenario where the processes of integration at work in

Ciudad Juárez contribute to promote two different understandings of Mexican

identity. One exemplifies the traditional model of national identity defined by

Jonathan Hearn, the other reduces the concept to mere nominal value. However,

because Lauren and Marco Antonio do not distinguish Mexican citizenship from

Mexican identity, and for a while he seems to share her views, it is not evident that

the two characters represent different forms of social and political membership.
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By the end of the film, it is not clear if Lauren is officially a Mexican

citizen—even though the final montage suggests that she has settled permanently in

Ciudad Juárez and has been living there for a while. Strictly speaking, this situation

means that her social and political membership is best defined through Yasemine

Soysal's model of post-national citizenship. However, it is evident that Lauren's

immigration journey entails an acculturation process bound to conclude with a full

integration into the society of Ciudad Juárez and, by extension, Mexico. Therefore, it

is best to consider her current status as part of the process of moulding into Mexican

citizenship. It begins with Lauren developing a sense of collective identity through

her exposure to a national problem (the Juárez feminicide), her bonding with

members of the Mexican national community (most prominently, the indigenous

people represented by Eva), and her assimilation of cultural forms officially deemed

representative of the nation (Spanish language, the Virgin of Guadalupe). It continues

with her developing self-imposed duties towards the national community, as well as

commitment and loyalty to it (her decision to stay in the city and continue reporting

the truth about the feminicide). Thus, in a social and cultural sense, national

belonging ends up being the source of her collective identity and her duties. From this

perspective, it is possible to speak of congruence between territorial state and national

community. Taken together, these circumstances mark a clear trend towards full

membership to the national community, making it possible to claim that Bordertown

represents the reaffirmation of Mexican citizenship.
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Marco Antonio's characterization represents an opposite process. He is a

Mexican citizen, which means that from a legal standpoint, national belonging is the

main source of his identity, rights and duties. However, dual citizenship by definition

implies a lack of congruence between territorial state and national community—even

though in the contemporary context, as scholar Peter Schuck points out,

developments in transportation and communication technologies allow people to

come and go between different nation-states and participate in both polities to the

extent of relativizing that stark distinction (2002, 61). Other elements indicate the

national citizenship model may not be the most appropriate to explain Marco

Antonio's social and political membership as alluded to in the film. Perhaps the most

evident is his explicit rejection of Mexican citizenship and Mexican identity as

notions representative of his social and political status. From a social and cultural

standpoint, his character makes a clear distinction between his citizen status and sense

of belonging to a national collective. While his passports identify him as member of

two nations, he does not perceive himself as a belonging to neither one, at least in the

traditional sense described by Hearn. Instead, Marco Antonio perceives himself

primarily as member of what can be called a transnational business elite, presumably

linked to the foreign corporations participating in NAFTA, but anonymous and

invisible. Therefore, national belonging is not the source of his collective identity.

The same can be said with regards to the matter of rights and duties. He enjoys all

privileges granted to a citizen on the basis of national belonging even though in

practice, he does not perceive himself as a member of the nation.
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Marco Antonio's characterization actually exemplifies an alternative form of

citizenship, one that scholar Darren Jay O'Byrne terms "non-modern" because, unlike

the generally accepted modern notion of national citizenship, it is largely

disassociated from the nation-state. This alternative form separates citizenship from

the institutional framework of the state and national identity, retaining the basic

notion of citizenship as a form of belonging to a body politic (a notion dating from

ancient Greece), and proposing polities different from the nation-state. O'Byrne

proposes transnational cultural and ethnic communities like the Islamic and Jewish

communities as examples, but in Marco Antonio's case, it is more appropriate to

speak of a transnational business elite (2003, 13-14). If the giant corporations

participating in NAFTA are any indication, then Bordertown represents this group as

relatively autonomous, influential, and politically active. While choosing to remain

uninvolved in the Juárez feminicide, thus refusing his right to participate in national

politics, Marco Antonio is very active on behalf of the business elite. All of his

political activities, namely bribing politicians irrespective of their ideological

positions, are somehow related to the interests of that group. Therefore, it is more

appropriate to consider him first as a citizen of the transnational business elite and

then a Mexican citizen. Interestingly, his dual citizenship enhances his political

capacity as representative of that transnational community, which suggests national

citizenship is a kind of complement to this alternative form.

3. Concluding Remarks
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It is relatively easy to explain why Bordertown has not received the critical

attention it deserves. Gone straight-to-video as a mediocre genre film after a brief and

unremarkable festival run, it did not earn the kind of promotion needed to grab the

attention of mainstream critics and film scholars. The few reviews featured in North

American newspapers and film publications generally dismissed the film on the

grounds of its excessive reliance on genre conventions and schematic representation

of the Juárez feminicide. For example, Variety's review claims that "considered

strictly as a thriller, Bordertown is only fair-to-poor" (Felperin, 2007, 29).

Interestingly, the author is much more detailed about the film's representation of the

Juárez feminicide. She rightfully claims it dwells in "flimsy conspiracy theories,"

implies all victims are maquiladora workers and purposely neglects other causal

factors (like drug-related criminality) to "launch a more scattershot attack against

NAFTA itself and the exploitation of Mexican labour that's been allowed to

metastasize in its name" (29). As these comments indicate, the reviews of Bordertown

describe the film as severely flawed, hence not worthy of further critical analysis.

These assessments are unfortunate because the film's representation of the

Juárez feminicide is significantly more complex than what those reviews imply, and

in some respects also accurate. While there is certainly no evidence to support the

film's "cover-up thesis," there is enough to subscribe NAFTA as a causal factor of the

feminicide. The agreement promoted the increase of the number of factories in the

city, and the unprecedented intensification of industrial activity contributed to create a

set of appropriate conditions for such a phenomenon to develop. The presence of the
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maquilas alone was a major demand-pull factor continuously attracting migration

from the South. The city's overpopulation, the proliferation of low-income families

(partly the result of the maquila owners' exploitation tactics), the lack of affordable

houses, and the city's lack of resources to invest in infrastructure contributed to the

proliferation of colonias, high-risk areas for hundreds of women travelling to their

factory jobs.

The fallibility of the "cover-up thesis" also distracts critics from the fact that

the film's representation of the feminicide portrays these circumstances as resulting

not only from the agreement itself, but also from the combined action of several

parties brought together by NAFTA. Acknowledging the agency of the Mexican and

United States governments, the local and foreign corporations, and alluding to the

mechanism behind their joint involvement in shaping the reality of Ciudad Juárez is a

feature that no critic pointed out. More relevant than the film's depiction of how the

processes of integration at work in the city after 1994 contributed to the feminicide is

its implicit representation of how those processes affect Mexican sovereignty. The

film's approach and treatment of interdependence shows how, under the

circumstances created by NAFTA, the influence of powerful political actors limits the

Mexican government's capacity to act upon the economic and social situation in the

border city. While this situation presents a challenge to Mexican sovereignty, the film

minimizes the magnitude of the threat through the absence of scenes or scenarios

where the other parties successfully challenge the Mexican government's authority

and power over Ciudad Juárez. Paradoxically, Bordertown was part of a successful
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campaign spearheaded by international and transnational institutions, including

Amnesty International that collaborated with Nava during his research prior to the

film, aimed at challenging the Mexican government to take action. This contradiction

is one of the film's most unique traits.

Finally, it is worth noting that the portrait of the complications of Mexican

identity has been systematically ignored even though it is an essential part of the film

and one of its most interesting aspects. The overall didactic tone is particularly overt

and pointed in the major scenes dealing with this subject: those between Lauren and

Marco Antonio, Lauren's breakdown at George's office, and Lauren and Eva's scene

by the mirror. Moreover, these scenes are evidence of Nava's interest and intention to

make a statement about the immigration experience in the United States and Mexican

identity. Bordertown exposes the unpleasant truth underlying the "melting pot" or

assimilation ideal; it is summarized in Lauren's claim "you don't want to be Mexican,

not in this country [the United States]." Through this perceptive remark, the film

depicts integration to the U.S. national community as a violent process where

immigrants are hard-pressed to give up their national and/or cultural identity, often in

horrible ways as in Lauren's case.

Nava's apparent interest in the views of Mexican identity emerging from the

effects of globalization and integration is articulated as well. The film points to the

implications of doing away with traditional notions of national identity, mainly in

Lauren and Marco Antonio's last scene, where the film passes moral judgement on

their respective views. Nava derides Marco Antonio's perspective because it neglects
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the kinds of strong communal bonds he perceives as motivating community members

to act on behalf of one another (values such as loyalty, for example). In this regard,

Marco Antonio's ambivalence towards the feminicide is consistent with his

membership in a community where such bonds are largely absent, since economic

interests are too unstable for values like loyalty to take hold. By means of this

comparison between different views of national identity, Bordertown implicitly

represents how the processes of integration at work in Ciudad Juárez promote two

forms of social and political membership. One of them is Mexican citizenship—the

"national citizenship" model—and the other is a form of membership divorced from

the nation-state—the "non-modern citizenship" model proposed by Darren Jay

O'Byrne.

Conclusion
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El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown portray two different geographic areas

within the United States-Mexico border region at two different moments in time.

The stories in El Jardín del Edén take place during the immediate years before the

signing of NAFTA and are set on the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area commonly

known as the Tijuana River Valley. It is located in the Western extreme of the border

region, within a territory that encompasses two California counties, San Diego and

Imperial County, and one Baja California municipality, Tijuana. Meanwhile, Lauren's

story in Bordertown takes place almost a decade after NAFTA went into effect and is

set in one of the twin cities forming the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez metropolitan area.

Located eastward, past the twin towns of Douglas, Arizona, and Agua Prieta, Sonora,

this area is the most prominent feature of the territory encompassing multiple New

Mexico and Texas counties, as well as several Chihuahua and Coahuila

municipalities, commonly known as the Chihuahuan Desert.

In addition, there are several differences concerning the films' production

process. El Jardín del Edén had a modest budget with contributions from public

institutions across North America, including Telefilm Canada. The film's culturally

specific subject matter combined with its lack of generic affiliations and its departure

from the classical Hollywood cinema mould, tied its commercial prospects to the

international art-house market. By contrast, Bordertown had an average budget by

Hollywood standards, featuring contributions from private sources located mostly in

the United States, notably the companies El Norte Productions and Nuyorican
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Productions established by Gregory Nava and Jennifer López. Combined with the star

power of López and Antonio Banderas, the appeal of the Juárez feminicide, and the

film's generic crime thriller label, it seemed to have a sure place, at least in theory,

within the "American" mainstream. Bordertown was also able to compete in the art-

house market because of its subject matter and clear sense of purpose, that is its

alignment to a larger international effort to address the Juárez problem. In this regard,

it is very similar to films such as Traffic and Fast Food Nation although these focused

on issues less relevant to the international community.

Considering these differences, it is interesting that El Jardín del Edén and

Bordertown have similar themes, approaches and conclusions. Perhaps the most

obvious shared trait is that they address the complications of Mexican identity

(perhaps unintentionally in the case of Bordertown) through the same narrative

device: an identity conflict. Elizabeth and Lauren are characters who cannot see

themselves as Mexican partly because of their acculturation to a predominantly

"Anglo-American" social milieu. Also, they initially perceive language, more

specifically the lack of fluency in Spanish, as the marker of difference that defines

them as non-Mexican and excludes them from the national community. Their trips to

Tijuana and Ciudad Juárez bring them into contact with other cultures within Mexico

and other notions of Mexican identity, contributing to illustrate the nation's ethnic and

cultural diversity and exemplify the difficulty of reducing the notions of Mexican

culture and identity to a fixed, well-defined set of attributes.
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For Elizabeth and Lauren, the trips to Tijuana and Ciudad Juárez mark a

return to their roots and a journey of self-discovery that will presumably conclude

with the resolution of their identity conflict. Since this is also a migratory journey

from the United States to Mexico, the resolution of that conflict is part of their

process of acculturation to a largely non-"Anglo-American" social milieu. Elizabeth

and Lauren's encounters with other cultures within Mexico and with other notions of

Mexican identity, particularly those involving indigenous communities, play a major

role in that process.

El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown describe those encounters as involving a

complex self-identification process with apparent effects on the characters' sense of

Mexican identity. For example, Elizabeth partially identifies with the image in

Nuestra Señora de las Iguanas, confirming her inability to perceive herself as

Mexican. By contrast, Lauren's self-identification with Eva marks the psychological

turnaround that eventually leads her to reject her "American" identity, perceive

herself as Mexican, and permanently settle in Ciudad Juárez. As the reference to The

Two Fridas suggests, the resolution of Elizabeth's identity conflict involves a similar

self-identification process. Yet, to determine its effect on Elizabeth's sense of

Mexican identity is nearly impossible due to the ambiguity of the scene. As a result,

there is evidence to support at least two assessments that translate into a couple of

different resolutions to her conflict: either (i) she perceives herself as Mexican, or (ii)

she perceives herself as Chicana.
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Due to its ambiguity regarding Elizabeth's identity conflict, El Jardín del Edén

may or may not suggest that a growing number of Mexican residents do not perceive

themselves as Mexican in spite of their acculturation to the new social milieu. This

lack of identification could pose a threat to Mexican identity if, as some believed in

the eve of NAFTA's signing, those numbers continued to grow into the future. In the

opposite case, Elizabeth's story suggests those immigrants can eventually perceive

themselves as Mexican through the acculturation process, although this entails

accepting broader and more flexible notions of Mexican culture and identity.

Bordertown is certainly a less ambiguous film, sometimes to the point of being

didactic, because Lauren and Marco Antonio are very vocal about their sense of

Mexican identity. She admits to perceive herself as Mexican and he admits that

national belonging (understood as entailing bonds to the national community, not just

as a legal status) is irrelevant to his sense of identity, which effectively means he does

not perceive himself as Mexican.

These two films not only provide similar portrayals of the complications of

Mexican identity as manifest in the United States-Mexico border region, but they also

emphasize how the processes of integration at work in this region contribute to create

that situation. Both films feature characterization scenes that explicitly describe the

relation between the character's presence in Mexico and the processes of cultural and

economic integration. For example, Elizabeth's introduction scene associates her

presence in Tijuana with the activities of Chicano artists in the San Diego-Tijuana

metropolitan area, and the growing market for Chicano art in Tijuana. Similarly,
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Lauren's introduction sequence in Bordertown associates her presence in Ciudad

Juárez with the international repercussion of the Juárez feminicide, the Chicano

Sentinel's interest in using the problem to sell papers and generate a positive public

profile, and Lauren's own social and cultural bonds with Mexico, however weak they

are at that point in her life. In addition, El Jardín del Edén features a "mosaic"

narrative structure of multiple interwoven stories involving locations on both sides of

the border. These features emphasize one of the defining characteristics of

globalization—the growing interconnectedness of people and places across the

world—and are useful to describe the interdependence relations typical of integration.

For example, the connection between Serena's and Elizabeth's story represents North

American social integration because they reflect how Chícanos contribute to shape

society in Tijuana. Other films that use the "mosaic" narrative structure as a means of

describing globalization and processes of integration taking place at the border region

are Traffic, Fast Food Nation and The Three Burials ofMelquíades Estrada, although

none explicitly addresses the complications of Mexican identity or national identity in

general, as El Jardín del Edén, Lone Star, and Bordertown.

Even when depicting vastly different problems (illegal immigration from

Mexico into the United States and the Juárez feminicide), El Jardín del Edén and

Bordertown describe how the processes of integration at work in the border region

partly contribute to create them. While El Jardín del Edén is not very explicit in this

regard, it alludes to the social and cultural bonds that exist between the Mexicans and

Chícanos due to the shared history of the Tijuana River Valley territories. The film
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also charts the migration network that keeps encouraging poor Mexican farmers to

illegally immigrate into the U.S., notwithstanding the steel fence and the Border

Patrol. By contrast, Bordertown is much more emphatic, featuring several scenes that

signal NAFTA, and by extension North American integration, as one of the main

causal factors in the Juárez feminicide. Perhaps the clearest example is the scene

featuring Eva's tale about her family's journey and later misfortunes in Ciudad Juárez.

However, a major difference between El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown is

the representation of the United States and Mexican governments' position regarding

illegal immigration and the Juárez feminicide. In Bordertown this is an significant

element in the film's portrayal of the processes of integration and their contribution to

the Juárez feminicide. Its importance is exemplified in the quinceañera sequence,

where Lauren first conceives of the allegiance between the members of the NAFTA

aristocracy and of their relation to Aris Rodríguez. In El Jardín del Edén the United

States and Mexican governments are just symbolic and anecdotal presences. The U.S.

government's actions are invoked mainly by means of the symbolic nature of the steel

fence and the Border Patrol, and the intertitles that precede the ending credits.

Meanwhile, the actions of the Mexican government are reduced to a warning sign on

one of the gaps in the fence. Measured against the massive non-stopping flow of

illegal immigrants, the governmental measures on both sides of the border prove

insufficient, and overall the situation evidences the U.S. government's alarming lack

of control over the immigration and the southern national border. Bordertown is a

different case because it represents the Mexican government as having the supreme
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authority and power within its jurisdictional limits. Be that as it may, and partly due

to NAFTA's effects in Ciudad Juárez, the U.S. government and the local and foreign

corporations investing in the city have challenged to some degree this authority, and

with it the Mexican government's capacity to exert complete control over Ciudad

Juárez and its inhabitants.

Another major difference between El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown resides

in their purpose as cultural objects. Maria Novaro and Gregory Nava's comments in

the interviews following the films' premieres indicate they intended to mobilize

audiences in favour of different causes. Novaro tried to encourage Mexican audiences

to reflect on the present and future of Mexican identity by reflecting on the changes

taking place in border locations such as Tijuana. This approach suggests that she

wanted those spectators to become involved in the broader public discussions taking

place in Mexico about NAFTA's possible effects on Mexican culture and identity.

Nava clearly had more ambitious goals. He sought not only to raise awareness about

the Juárez feminicide among the international community, but drive spectators into

action as part of an already successful international campaign to press the Mexican

government into taking appropriate measures against the problem. This position

effectively translates as a major challenge to the Mexican government's authority and

power over Ciudad Juárez and its people and, by extension, its capacity to exert

complete control over them.

Because national identity (as previously defined) and the state's capacity to

control the national territory and populace are essential components of the modern
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notions of citizenship and sovereignty, they are unanimously regarded as pillars of the

nation-state as a form of social and political organization. Yet, both El Jardín del

Edén and Bordertown represent how processes of integration promote alternatives to

national citizenship as defined by Soysal (1994). Moreover, the films depict how

integration limits the state's control and thus contributes to the decline of state

sovereignty. Both films reach similar conclusions concerning Mexican citizenship.

On the one hand, Elizabeth and Lauren's success in acculturating to their new social

milieus, and perceiving themselves as Mexican suggests they are well on their way to

becoming Mexican citizens in the traditional sense; meaning they become part of the

national community under the rule of the state and that the source of their rights and

duties lays in national belonging. On the other hand, Elizabeth and Marco Antonio's

positions (provided Elizabeth does not perceive herself as Mexican) suggest their

social and political membership is significantly different from Mexican citizenship.

Elizabeth's story exemplifies an alternative form of membership termed "post-

national" citizenship. This form of citizenship implies that individuals or groups

remain separate from the national community, but are still subject to the ruling state.

Yet, the source of their rights and duties lays not in national belonging, rather in the

international regime of human rights that has gradually pushed states to extend

residents many of social and cultural rights previously granted to citizens only

(Soysal, 334-335). In Marco Antonio's case, he is a dual Mexican and "American"

citizen who does not perceive himself as either Mexican or "American". Although he

has the rights and duties of a citizen, he does not perceive himself as member of
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either national community, participate in one of those polities (at least not to the

extent other citizens do) because of his physical absence, and is committed to Mexico

only to safeguard his family's interests. To the extent that he also perceives himself as

member of a transnational business elite and his political activities are mostly related

to the interests of that group, it is more appropriate to conceive his membership to the

nation-state as complementary to his primary form of membership, namely the "non-

modern" citizenship model defined by Darren Jay O'Byrne's (O'Byrne, 2003).

El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown also coincide in suggesting a decline of

sovereignty, although each film refers to a different case. Felipe's story in El Jardín

del Edén suggests that the existence of a migration network challenges the United

States government's capacity to fully control immigration and the southern national

border. The film alludes to the U.S. government's attempt to assert its sovereignty by

fortifying the border through diverse means, but indicates it is ultimately a futile

effort: the steel fence and the Border Patrol do not deter illegal immigrants from their

goal of crossing over. Depending on one's view of the film's final scene, Felipe's story

advocates for a reconsideration of the function of national boundaries to better suit

the circumstances partially resulting from integration. More ambitiously, the scene

promotes the elimination of all barriers to the free transit of people across the land

and is by extension either a call for the U.S. government to take a different approach

to immigration policy by taking integration into account or a more universal call in

favour of the true global village. This latter scenario exemplifies to a significant

extent the theoretical models of the so-called "globalists." These models posit that
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"the facts of transnationalization" (the pressures of the globalized economy) often

contradict traditional state immigration policies, placing major constraints on the

state's capacity to address the matter, sometimes to the point of determining the state's

decisions (Sassen, 1996, Joppke, 1998).

Bordertown is a very particular case in terms of reflecting the effects of

integration on sovereignty. While its representations suggest that NAFTA's effects on

Ciudad Juárez have not contributed to a significant decline of Mexican sovereignty,

the film's participation in a successful international effort to decisively influence how

the Mexican government deals with the Juárez feminicide suggests otherwise. This

scenario exemplifies the other side of the theoretical model proposed by the

"globalists" which concerns the international regime of human rights and its power to

undermine the exclusive authority of the state over its nationals (Sassen, 1996, 89;

Joppke, 1998, 13). Therefore, El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown coincide in

suggesting a decline in sovereignty, the former alluding to the United States and the

latter to Mexico.

In conclusion, the comparative analysis of these two films reveals that, in spite

of their different geographical settings and temporal focus, they represent how the

processes of integration operating in the United States-Mexico border region promote

at once Mexican citizenship and alternative forms of socio-political membership

across this territory. Also both films represent how those processes contribute to

undermine Mexican sovereignty in varying degrees depending on the context, ranging

from minor (the scenario involving the U.S. and Mexican governments and the local
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and foreign corporations) to major challenges (the scenario involving the Mexican

government and international human rights organizations.) In addition, El Jardín del

Edén represents a scenario where the U.S. government actually attempts to assert its

sovereignty in the face of the threat posed by illegal immigration. Notwithstanding

greater investments in implementing restrictive measures and developing more

sophisticated control mechanisms, the government ultimately fails to achieve its

purpose due to the prevalence of factors left unaddressed. Therefore, this analysis

demonstrates that, when considered together, El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown

reflect the simultaneous operation of two opposing processes in the United States-

Mexico border region: (i) the erosion of the pillars of the U.S. and Mexican nation-

states, and (ii) the reinforcement of those foundations.

This thesis calls attention to a distinctive body of films typified by their shared

geographical focus on the United States-Mexico border region and, most importantly,

by their description of the relation between the processes of integration operating in

this region and the issues and concerns those processes contribute to create. My

analysis provides a detailed account of how two of those films describe that relation.

It also examines how their representations implicitly allude to the manner in which

globalization and integration contribute to question notions such as national

citizenship and state sovereignty, which are essential components of the nation-state

both as theoretical construct and actual form of socio-political organization. As a

result, this in-depth study demonstrates how El Jardín del Edén and Bordertown

mediate the public perception of social, cultural, political, and economic processes
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with potentially relevant implications for the configuration of modern society in the

21st century.

The next logical step within this line of enquiry is to perform the same

analysis on other films, specifically those from the aforementioned group. Some of

these films cast a look at other areas within the United States-Mexico border, notably

Lone Star which is set in Ciudad Acuña (one half of the Del Río-Ciudad Acuña

diptych). Others address different problems and processes of integration. For

instance, Traffic features the San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area as its main

location, and addresses the drug traffic across the border by focusing on the U.S. and

Mexican governments' collaboration. While the analysis of these films may yield new

patterns in terms of themes and approach, and/or confirm those already found, it may

also reveal new scenarios that exemplify the films' position regarding the effects of

integration on national citizenship and state sovereignty. However, the truly

challenging step is performing the same analysis on bodies of films sharing a

different geographical setting —in terms of national boundaries— and, depending on

the context, a different temporal focus as well. For instance, the formation of the

European Union is a great equivalent to NAFTA. Not only are these projects guided

by the notion of integration, but the multiple border regions in Europe exhibit a

diversity of historical backgrounds and manifest political, social and cultural

particularities specific to the regions. In addition, Europe hosts a number of different

film practices with their own diverse representational strategies, as well as an

extensive body of academic work on citizenship and sovereignty focusing on
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individual cases within the European Union, notably Britain, France, and Germany.

Such an analysis would contribute to create a vast and detailed catalogue of patterns

and, most importantly, it would allow transforming conclusions from studies at the

local level into legitimate generalizations.

Evidently, these two studies exceed the scope of a Master's Thesis and would

be appropriate for a Doctoral-level dissertation. However, the number of case studies

can be adjusted to suit various formats, making it possible to produce smaller

projects. Of course, in the end, all results must be compared to create a

comprehensive framework, and include the necessary evidence to support

generalizations. This is a daunting task indeed, but it is also one that seems worth

undertaking.
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